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3winasityvaoba
`...sjobs saxelisa moxveWa
yovelsa mosaxveWelsa...~
     rusTaveli
`mamacTa xelSi yvela
iaraRi kargia...~
     garibaldi
`...namdvili sardali
gonebiT imarjvebs...~
     napoleoni
qarTuli generalitetis sawyi­
sebidan ukve gadaiSala meoTxe as­
wleulis furclebi.
1700 wlis 19 maiss, ruseTis 
imperatorma petre pirvelma gen­
erlis wodeba mianiWa aleqsandre 
arCilis Ze bagrations. am dRidan 
moyolebuli, saqarTvelom Sva 
aTasze meti generali, romlebmac 
Sors gauTqves saxeli qarTul 
mxedrul didebas. sxvadasxva 
wlebSi da sxvadasxva viTarebaSi, 
bedis ukuRmarTobis gamo, isini 
TavganwirviT ibrZodnen msofli­
os iseTi qveynebis interesebis 
dasacavadac ki, rogorebicaa: ru­
seTi, TurqeTi, poloneTi, safr­
angeTi, irani da amerikis SeerTe­
buli Statebi. napoleonis armiis 
winaaRmdeg, ruseTis imperiis sa­
jariso SenaerTebSi, ibrZoda aTze 
meti qarTveli generali.
saocaria qarTuli mxedruli 
PREFACE:
“…Better gain a glorious name 
than gain all the wealth on earth…”
   Rustaveli
“Every weapon is good in the 
hands of brave men”
   Garibaldi
“….A true commander-in-chief 
wins by his wit…”
   Napoleon
The fourth millennium has 
passed since the source of Georgian 
plural the generals. 
In May 19, 1700 the Emperor 
or Russia Peter I conferred the rank 
of General on AleksandreBagrationi. 
Since that day Georgia brought up 
more than seven thousand Generals 
who brought fame to Georgian mili-
tary glory. In various periods of time, 
in various situations due to falsity of 
fate they struggled bravely for de-
fending the interest of the countries 
of the world such as: Russia, Turkey, 
Poland, France, Iran and the United 
States of America. More than thou-
sand Georgian generals fought in 
the military units of Russian Empire 
against the army of Napoleon.
4fenomeni. Znelad moiZebneba saqa­
rTvelosnairi mcirericxvovani 
qveyana, romelsac amdeni maRali 
rangis generali (general maiori­
dan dawyebuli da generalsimusiT 
damTavrebuli, aseve admiralebi 
da marSlebi) hyavdes.
qarTveli rigiTi meomrebisa 
da maRali wodebis oficrebisT­
vis yovelTvis iyo damaxasiaTebe­
li mxedruli gambedaoba, gmiroba, 
erTguleba da daxvewili taqti­
kuri Tu strategiuli sabrZolo 
operaciebis warmarTvis niWi.
bolo samasi wlis ganmavloba­
Si, qarTvelma mxedarTmTavrebma 
damsaxurebulad moipoves yvela 
is samxedro wodeba da jildo, 
rac ki arsebobda saqarTveloSi, 
ruseTis imperiaSi da yofil sab­
WoTa kavSirSi _ `simamacisTvis 
medlidan~ `gamarjvebis~ orde­
namde da `gmiris medlamde~
qarTuli generalitetis maRa­
li profesiuli done, generlebis 
niWiereba da mxedruli simamace 
is fenomenia, romliTac mudam 
amayobda da amayobs saqarTvelo, 
qarTveli xalxi.
qarTuli generalitetis sam­
saukunovani mxedruli didebis 
istoriaSi mniSvnelovani adgili 
ukaviaT yofili goris mazrisa da, 
SemdgomSi, q. gorisa da misi raio­
nis generlebs, romelTa Sesaxebac 
mokled mogviTxrobs es wigni.
avtorebi
Georgian military phenomenon 
is amazing. It is difficult to find a coun-
try as scanty as Georgia which owes 
so many Generals of high rank (from 
major-general to generalissimo, also 
admirals and marshals)
The refined tactical or strate-
gic gift of leading battle-operations, 
devotion, heroism, military courage 
were always characteristic for Geor-
gian private soldiers and officers of 
high rank.
During last three hundred years 
Georgian military leaders gained de-
servedly all those military ranks and 
medals which existed in Georgia, in 
Russia Empire and the former Soviet 
Union-from the “Medal for Bravery” 
to the order for “Victory” and “Medal 
of Hero”.
High professional level of Geor-
gian plural the generals, the talent of 
generals and military bravery are the 
phenomena by which Georgia and 
the Georgians are proud of. 
In the three-century-history of 
military glory of Georgian plural the 
generals an important part is taken 
by general of Gori  province and later 
of Gori and Gori Region, about whom 
this book tells briefly.
 The Authors
5giorgi erisTavi 1769 wels, 
Tavad iese erisTavis ojaxSi daiba­
da. 1794 we ls colad moiy vana 
mefe giorgi XII­is asuli ga iane 
batoniSvi li (1780­
1820). 
1802 wels Ta­
vad giorgi er i sTavs 
mieniWa ka ris mrCeve­
lis Ci ni. imave wels 
mie niWa polkovnikis 
wodeba da gagzavnil 
iqna yabardoelTa 
qveiT polkSi.
1804 wels aq­
tiuri monawileoba 
miiRo belaqnis aRe­
baSi, sadac is qa­
rTul cxenosanTa 
laSqars meTaurobda 
da gmirulad ibrZoda. belaqanis 
aRebisaTvis, ruseTis imperatorma 
aleqsandre I­ma (1801­1825), mas 
wm. giorgis me­4 xarisxis orde­
ni uboZa. 1813 wlis 1 oqtombers 
imperatorma aleqsandre I­ma, mas 
general­maioris wodeba mianiWa. 
Tavadma giorgi erisTavma monaw­
ileoba miiRo ruseT­sparseTis 
(1826­1828 ww.) da ruseT­Turqe­
Tis (1828­1829 ww.) omebSi. 1826 
wels saqarTvelos mTavarmarTe­
belma paskeviCma, mas naxiCevanSi, 
jarebis meTauroba daavala. imave 
giorgi ieses Ze 
erisTavi
infanteriis generali
GIORGI
ERISTAVI
General of Infantry
Giorgi Eristavi was born in 1769 
in the family of the Prince IeseEri-
stavi. In 1794 he married to Gaiane 
Batonishvili (1780-1820) the daugh-
ter of king Giorgi XII.
In 1802 the 
prince Giorgi Eristavi 
was granted the rank 
of an advisor of the 
Royalty. The same 
year he was awarded 
the rank of Colonel 
and was sent to the 
Infantry Regiment of 
the Kabardians.
In 1804 he took 
active part in defeat-
ing Balakani where 
he was the chief of 
cavalrymen army and fought brave-
ly. For defeating Belakani the Emper-
or of Russia Aleksandr I (1801-1825) 
granted him with Order of St. George 
Fourth Degree. In October 1 the Em-
peror Aleksandr I awarded him with 
the rank of Major-General.
The prince GiorgiEristavi took 
part in Russia-Persia (1826-1828) 
and Russia-Turkey (1828-1829) wars. 
In 1826 Paskevich, the governorof 
Georgia assigned him the leadership 
of the army in Nakhichevani. In the 
same year he occupied the town of 
(1769-1863)
6wels man brZolis gareSe daikava 
qalaqi Tavrizi (sparseTi).
1826 wlis 14 oqtombers im­
peratorma nikoloz I­ma (1825­
1855), mas general­leitenantis 
wodeba mianiWa da 21­e diviziis 
meTaurad daniSna. 1830 wels samx­
edro samsaxuri datova da sena­
torad dainiSna.
1818 wlidan sicocxlis bo­
lomde, is rusuli geografiu­
li sazogadoebis qarTuli gan­
yofilebis wevri iyo.
1846 wlidan giorgi erisTavi 
komisiis Tavmjdomare iyo, ro­
melic TbilisSi Tavad­aznaurTa 
wodebebis gansaxilvelad iyo Se­
qmnili. 1846 wlis 7 aprils im­
peratorma nikoloz I­ma, mas infan­
teriis generlis wodeba mianiWa.
Tavadi giorgi erisTavi da­
jildovebuli iyo rusuli or­
denebiT: wm. vladimeris me­3 
xarisxis ordeniT (1813 w.), wm. 
vladimeris me­2 xarisxis orde­
niT (1830 w.), wm. vladimeris 1 
xarisxis ordeniT (1856 w.); wm. 
aleqsandre nevelis ordeniT ­ 
Tavrizis aRebisaTvis (1827 w.); wm. 
annas me­2 xarisxis ordeniT (1808 
w.),  wm. annas 1 xarisxis orde­
niT (1822 w.) da ruseTis imperiis 
umaRlesi _ wm. andria pirvelwo­
debulis ordeniT (1861 w.). 
giorgi erisTavma cxovrebis 
bolo wlebi gorSi gaatara, sa­
dac 1863 wlis 2 noembers gar­
daicvala. dakrZalulia ikorTis 
taZris ezoSi.
Tavrizi (Persia) without battle.
In October 14, 1826 the Em-
peror Nikoloz I (1825-1828) granted 
him the rank of Lieutenant-General 
and assigned him as the head of divi-
sion 21. In 1830 he left the military 
service and was appointed as a sena-
tor.
From 1818 till the end of his life 
he was a member of Georgian de-
partment of Russian Geographical 
society.
From 1846 GiorgiEristavi was 
the head of the commission which 
was created in Tbilisi for discussing 
the ranks of prince-noblemen. In 
April 7, 1846 the Emperor Nikoloz I 
granted him the rank of General of 
the Infantry.
The prince GiorgiEristavi was 
awarded with Russian orders: Or-
der of St. Vladimer Third Rank 
(1813), Order of St. Vladimer Secon-
dRank(1830), Order of St. Vladimer-
First Rank(1856); Order of St. Nevel–
for conquering Tavrizi (1827); Order 
of St. Anna Second Rank(1808), Or-
der of St. Anna First Rank (1822) and 
the highest order of Russian Em-
pire-order of St. Andria (St. Andrew) 
(1861).
GiorgiEristavi spent the last 
years of his life in Gori. He died in No-
vember 2, 1863 in Gori. He is buried 
in the yard of Ikorta Church.
7daviT maCabeli daibada cnobil 
qarTvel TavadTa, maCablebis ojax­
Si. 1724 wels misi mama tovebs 
saqarTvelos da qarTlis mefe vax­
tang VI­is (1703­1724) amalasTan 
erTad miemgzavreba ruseTSi. 
1738 wels, sxva qarTvel Ta­
vad­aznaurebTan erTad, ruseTis 
imperiis qveSevrdomobas Rebulobs. 
ruseTis imperatrica anna ioanes 
asulma (1730­1740), rogorc qa­
rTvel Tavads, mas ukrainaSi, q. 
xarkovis maxloblad, iziumis maz­
raSi mamuli uboZa, romlis centri 
sofeli maCabelovka gaxda. 
1750 wels daviT maCabelma 
ruseTis imperiis jarSi daiwyo 
samsaxuri. 1766 wels man premier­
maioris wodeba miiRo.
1763 wlis martidan is Tan­
mimdevrulad qveiTi orlovis, 
suzdalis da sevskis polkebis 
meTauri iyo. man aqtiuri monawil­
eoba miiRoO (polkovnikis CiniT) 
ruseT­TurqeTis 1768­1774 wlebis 
omSi. 1773 wlis 3 seqtembers ru­
seTis imperatrica ekaterine II­m 
(1762­1796), qveiTi sevskis polkis 
polkovnik daviT maCabels wm. gior­
gis me­4 xarisxis ordeni uboZa.
1774 wels daviT maCabelma 
general­maioris wodeba miiRo. 
1776 wels daviT maCabeli gar­
daicvala q. poltavaSi da iqve aris 
dakrZaluli.
daviT maCabeli 
general-maiori
DAVIT MACHABELI
Major-General
Davit  Machabeli was born in 
the family of famous Georgian pri-
nces the Machabelis. In 1724 his fa-
ther left Georgia for Russia together 
with the king of Kartli-Vakhtang VI 
(1703-1724) and his row
In 1738 together with other 
prince-noblemen he receives sub-
ordination of Russian Empire. Being 
a Georgian prince, the Empress of 
Russia Anna (1730-1740) granted 
him the lands in the Ukraine, in 
Iziumi province near the town of 
Kharkov. Later, the village of Mach-
abelovka became the center of this 
province.
In 1763 Davit Machabeli joined 
the army of the Russian Empire. In 
1766 he received the rank of Prime-
Major.
From March of 1763 he was the 
chief of Orlov, Suzdal and Sevskiof 
Infantry Regiments. He took ac-
tive part (in the rank of Colonel) in 
Russia-Turkey war in 1768-1774. 
In September 3, 1773 the Empress 
of Russia Ekaterine (1762-1796) 
granted the Colonel of Sevski Regi-
ment Davit Machabeli Order of St. 
George Fourth Rank.
In 1774 Davit Machabeli re-
ceived the rank of Major-General.
In 1776 Davit Machabeli died in 
the town of Poltava. He is buried in 
the same town.
(1710-1776)
8elizbar SanSes Ze erisTavi 
daibada 1810 wels sofel kara­
leTSi. man 1830 wels daamTavra 
q. peterburgis saa­
rtilerio skola. 
man monawileoba mi­
iRo 1828­1829 wle­
bis ruseT­Tur qeTis 
omSi. igi iyo 1832 
wlis SeTq mulebis 
aqtiuri monawile. 
1830­1832 wlebSi 
elizbar erisTavi 
aleqsandre orbe­
lianTan da solo­
mon dodaSvilTan 
erTad warmarTavda 
faruli sazoga­
doebis mTel saqmi­
anobas. misi uSualo monawile­
obiT Sedga ajanyebis gegma. mas 
SeTqmulebis gamJRavnebis Semdeg 
sikvdili miusajes, romelic 
Semdgom helsingforsSi (fineTi) 
gadasaxlebiT Seucvales. fineT­
Si man 11 weli gaatara. 
1843 wels samSobloSi da­
brunebis Semdeg elizbar eri­
sTavma qarTul grenaderTa 
polkSi daiwyo samsaxuri. 1858­
1870 wlebSi is Tbilisis guber­
niis goris mazris ufrosi iyo. 
elizbar SanSes Ze 
erisTavi
general-maiori
ELIZBAR
ERISTAVI
Major-General
 
Elizbar Eristavi was born in 
1810in Karaleti. In 1830 he gradu-
ated from the School of Artillery in 
St Petersburg. He took 
part in the war of Rus-
sia-Turkey of 1828-
1829. He was the 
active participant of 
conspiracy of 1832. In 
1830-1832 ElizbarE-
ristavi together with 
Aleksandre Orbeliani 
and Solomon Do-
dashvili conducted 
all the affairs of the 
secret organization. 
The plan of rebellion 
was made by his participation. Af-
ter disclosing the conspiracy he 
was sentenced to death penalty 
but later he was exiled in Helsing-
fors  (Finland) where he spent 11 
years of his life.
 After returning to his home 
country in 1843 ElizbarEristavi began 
his service in Regiment of Georgian 
grenadiers. In 1858-1870 he was the 
head ofGori province of Tbilisi gov-
(1810-1872)
9elizbar erisTavi monawileobda 
qveynis kulturul da ekonomi­
kur cxovrebaSi. 1866 wlis 7 
noembers mas polkovnikis, xolo 
1870 wlis 30 oqtombers ­ gen­
eral­maioris wodeba mieniWa. 
1870 wels samsaxuri datova da 
pensiaSi mundiris tarebis ufle­
biT gavida.
elizbar erisTavi gardaicvala 
q. gorSi, 1872 wlis 12 ianvars.
erning region. ElizbarEristavi partici-
pated in cultural and economic life of 
the country. In November 7, 1866 he 
was given the rank of Colonel and in 
October 30, 1870-the rank of Major-
General. In 1870 he retired with the 
right of wearing a military full-dress 
coat.
ElizbarEristavi died in January 
12, 1872 in Gori.
iakob qaixosros Ze alxaziS­
vili daibada q. gorSi, 1826 wlis 
1 ianvars. 1844 wels man oqros 
medliT daamTavra 
q. peterburgis ka­
detTa saswavlebe­
li da praporSCikis 
CiniT keib­gvardiis 
fineTis polkSi 
dainiSna. misi gvari 
swavlis warCinebiT 
da mTavrebulebis 
marma rilos dafa ze 
iyo amokveTili. man 
Tavi gamoiCina, ro­
gorc gansakuTreb­
ulma msro lelma, 
iakob qaixosros Ze 
alxaziSvili
infanteriis generali
IAKOB
ALKHAZISHVILI
General of Infantry
IakobAlkhazishvili was born in 
January 1, 1826 in Gori. In 1844 he 
graduated from Petersburg Cadet 
Military School with 
honors and was 
appointed in Keib-
Guards of Finland 
regiment with the 
rank of a prapors-
chik (intermediate 
rank approximat-
ing to warrant of-
ficer). His surname 
was engraved on 
the marble board 
(1826-1896)
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ris gamoc ruseTis imperatorma 
nikoloz I­ma (1825­1855) araerTx­
el daasaCuqra zu sti srolisaT­
vis. 
iakob alxaziSvili monaw­
ileobda ruseTis imperiis armi­
is TiTqmis yvela imdroindel 
laSqrobebSi. man monawileoba mi­
iRo yirimis 1853­1856 ww.­is da 
ruseT­TurqeTis 1877­1878 ww.­is 
omebSi. msaxurobda vilenis samx­
edro olqSi da monawileoba mi­
iRo poloneTis 1863­1864 wlebis 
ajanyebis damxobaSi. 1864 wlidan 
is me­4 qveiTi koporis polkis 
meTauri iyo. 1873 wlis 30 agvis­
tos miiRo general­maioris wo­
deba da 1874 wlidan dainiSna ka­
vkasiis me­2 qveiTi brigadis me­19 
diviziis meTaurad.
1877 wlis 3 ivnisidan imave 
wlis 17 seqtemdramde iakob alx­
aziSvili meTaurobda rionis mx­
aris jars da soxumis samxedro 
ganyofilebas. amasTan erTad, is 
imereT­guriis miliciis meTau­
ric iyo.  am samxedro razmebiT 
man ilorTan brZolaSi daamarcxa 
Turqebis didi desanti, romelic 
dasavleT saqarTveloSi SeiWra. 
1877 wlis 15 ivniss oCamCiris 
maxloblad gaanadgura Turquli 
razmi da 20 agvistos brZoliT 
daikava soxumi. aseve alajis max­
loblad daamarcxa Turquli de­
santi.
of graduates with honor. He was 
an outstanding shooter and for this 
skill the Emperor of Russia Nikoloz 
I (1825-1855) awarded him several 
times for accurate shooting.
Iakob Alkhazishvili participated 
almost in all army activities of the 
Russian Empire. He took part in the 
Crimea-1853-1856 and Russia-Tur-
key 1877-1878 wars. He served in 
Villen military district and took part 
in subversion of rebellion in Poland 
in 1863-1864. From 1864 he was the 
head of IV infantry regiment of Ko-
pori. In August 30, 1873 he was given 
the rank of Major-General. In 1874 
he was appointed as the head of the 
19th division of the 2nd infantry bri-
gade of the Caucasus.
From June 3, 1877 till Septem-
ber 17, 1877 IakobAlkhazishvili was 
the chief of the Army of Rioni part 
and Sokhumi military division. At 
the same time he was the chief of 
Imeriti-Guria militia department. 
With these military units he defeat-
ed the landing force of Turkey in the 
battle at the Ilori, which invaded the 
west Georgia. In June 15, 1877 he 
annihilated the Turkish detachment 
near Ochamchire and in August 20 
he took Sokhumi by battle. Also he 
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iakob alxaziSvils soxumis 
aRebisa da Turqebisgan afxaze­
Tis ganTavisuflebisaTvis ruse­
Tis imperatorma, aleqsandre II­m, 
1877 wlis 24 oqtombers gen­
eral­leitenantis wodeba mianiWa 
da wm. giorgis me­4 xarisxis or­
deni uboZa.
1877 wlis 6 noembers ruse­
Tis armiis mier yarsis cixe­si­
magris garemocvis dros ieriSiT 
aiRo xafizis forti da quTaisis 
qveiTi aTaseuliT qalaqSi erT­
erTi pirveli SeiWra da citadeli 
aiRo. qalaq yarsis dakavebisas pi­
radad iRebda monawileobas brZo­
laSi, romelSic daiWra kidec. 
brZolaSi gamoCenili simamacisaT­
vis 1877 wlis 19 dekembers mas 
wm. giorgis me­3 xarisxis ordeni 
uboZes. mis sapativcemulod q. 
yarsSi erT­erT quCas misi sax­
eli daarqves da cixe­simagris 
xafizis forts misi saxeli mi­
aniWes (`Алхазовский форт~).
am omis Semdeg is Tanmimdevru­
lad meTaurobda: 1878­1883 ww.­Si 
­ 51 qveiT divizias, 1886­1885 ww.­
Si  ­ kavkasiis grenaderTa di­
vizias da 1885 w. ­ kavkasiis me­3 
saarmio korpuss.
ruseTis imperatorma ale­
qsandre III­m, 1891 wlis 10 ian­
vars mas infanteriis generlis 
wodeba mianiWa. 1894 wlis 19 
oqtombridan sikvdilamde iakob 
defeated Turkish landing force near 
Alaji. 
In October 24, 1877 the Em-
peror of Russia Aleksandr II award-
ed IakobAlkhazishvili with Order of 
St. George Fourth Rank for taking 
Sokhumi and liberating Abkhazia 
from the Turkeys.
In November 6, 1877 he took 
Kafizi fort with attack while Karsi 
Fortress was surrounded by Russian 
army and he and Kutaisi infantry unit 
were the first who invaded the town 
and took the citadel. He personally 
participated in the battle for occupy-
ing the town of Karsi. He was even 
wounded in this battle. In December 
19, 1877 he was awarded with Or-
der of St. George Third Degree for 
the bravery in the battle. One of the 
streets in Karsi and the fortress of 
Khafizi fort were given his name to 
honor him (“Alkhazovski Fort”).
After this war he in succession 
was the head of 51st Infantry division 
in 1878-1883; Grenadiers division of 
the Caucasus in 1885-1886 and the 
3rd army corps of the Caucasus.
In January 10, 1891 the Em-
peror of Russia Aleksandr III grant-
ed him with the rank of General of 
Infantry. Form October 19, 1894 till 
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alxaziSvili ruseTis imperiis 
samxedro sabWos wevri iyo.
iakob alxaziSvili dajil­
dovebuli iyo rusuli ordenebiT: 
wm. aleqsandre nevelis ordeniT 
(1889 w.), briliantis niSnebiT 
imave ordenisaTvis (1894 w.); wm. 
stanislavis me­3 xarisxis orde­
niT (1856 w.), wm. stanislavis me­2 
xarisxis ordeniT (1861 w.), wm. 
stanislavis 1 xarisxis ordeniT 
(1876 w.); wm. annas me­3 xarisxis 
ordeniT (1859 w.), wm. annas me­
2 xarisxis ordeniT gvirgviniT 
(1863 w.), wm. annas 1 xarisxis or­
deniT maxvilebiT (29.08.1877 w.); 
wm. vladimeris me­4 xarisxis or­
deniT maxvilebiT da bantiT (1863 
w.), wm. vladimeris me­3 xarisxis 
ordeniT (1869 w.), wm. vladimeris 
me­2 xarisxis ordeniT maxvilebiT 
(1877 w.). is, aseve iyo ucxouri 
ordenebiT dajildovebuli: pru­
siis gvirgvinis ordeniT varskv­
lavebiT da prusiis wiTeli ar­
wivis me­2 xarisxis ordeniT. 1868 
da 1871 wlebSi iakob alxaziS­
vils briliantebiT morTuli ori 
beWedi eboZa.
iakob alxaziSvili gardaicv­
ala q. peterburgSi, 1896 wlis 3 
noembers. dakrZalulia q. gorSi 
sagvareulo saZvaleSi.
his death IakobAlkhazishvili was a 
member of military council of Em-
pire of Russia.
Iakob Alkhazishvili was award-
ed with Russian orders: Order of 
St. Aleksandr Nevel (1889), with 
diamond marks for the same order 
(1894), Order of St. Stanislav Third 
Rank (1856), Order of St. Stanislav 
Second Rank (1861), Order of St. 
Stanislav First Rank (1876), Order 
of St. Anna Third Rank1859), Order 
of St. Anna Second Rank with crown 
(1863), Order of St. Anna First Rank 
with swords (28.08.1877), Order 
of St. Vladimer FourthRank with 
swords and ribbon (1863), Order 
of St. Vladimer Third Rank(1869), 
Order of St. Vladimer Second Rank-
with swords (1877). He also was 
awarded with foreign orders: Or-
der of Prussia Crown with stars and 
Order of Prussia Red Eagle Second 
Rank. In 1868-1871 IakobAlkhazish-
vili was granted two seals decorat-
ed with diamonds.
Iakob Alkhazishvili died in No-
vember 3, 1896 in Petersburg. He is 
buried in Gori, in family crypt.
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mixeil erisTavi daibada 
1827 wlis 9 Tebervals, Tbili­
sis guberniis goris 
mazris sofel kara­
leTSi, Tavad biZina 
erisTavis ojaxSi. mi­
si Zmebi iyvnen gen­
erlebi konstantine 
da nikoloz erisTa­
vebi.
mixeil erisTa vma 
monawileo ba mi iRo 
yirimis 1853­1856 ww.­
is da ru seT­Turqe­
Tis 1877­1878 ww.­is 
omebSi. mas ruseTis 
imperatorma aleqsan­
dre II­m, 1877 wlis 17 oqtomb­
ers wm. annas me­2 xarisxis or­
deni maxvilebiT uboZa, xolo 
1880 wels general­maioris wo­
deba mianiWa. 
1894 wlis 7 maiss mixe il 
erisTavi TbilisSi gardaicva­
la. dakrZalulia kalaubnis wm. 
giorgis saxelobis eklesiis 
sagvareulo saZvaleSi.
mixeil biZinas Ze 
erisTavi
general-maiori
MIKHEIL
ERISTAVI
Major-General
MikheilEristavi was born in Feb-
ruary 9, 1827 in the village of Kara-
leti, Gori province, 
in the family of 
the prince of Bid-
zinaEristavi. His 
brothers were 
Generals Kon-
stantine and 
NikolozEristavis
Mikheil Eri-
stavi took part in 
the Crimea war 
of 1853-1856 and 
Russia-Turkey war 
of 1877-1878. In October 17, 1877 
the Emperor of Russia Aleksandr II 
awarded him with Order of St. Anna 
Second Rankwith swords and in 1880 
gave him the rank of Major-General. 
In May 7, 1894 MikheilEristavi 
died in Tbilisi. He is buried in fam-
ily crypt in Kalaubani St. George 
Church.
(1827-1894)
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nikoloz erisTavi daibada 
1834 wlis 1 ianvars Tbilisis 
guberniis goris mazris sofel 
karaleTSi, Tavad 
biZina erisTavis 
ojaxSi. misi Zmebi 
iyvnen generlebi 
konstantine da mi­
xeil erisTavebi. 
amave dros is iyo 
generlebis _ ale­
qsandre da gi o rgi 
erisTavebis ma ma.
nikoloz eri­
sTavma ganaTleba 
konstantinovskis 
samijno insti­
tutSi miiRo. 1852 
wlidan msaxurobda ruseTis im­
periis jarSi. 1857 wlidan is 
baqos guberniis axulinis gzis 
ufrosi iyo, xolo 1859 wels 
Semaxis mazris metyeved daniSnes. 
1862 wlidan nikoloz erisTavi 
amierkavkasiis samijne palataSi 
Semaxis mazris ufrosis, xolo 
Semdeg baqos guberniis ufro­
sis moadgile iyo. 1864 wels is 
dargis olqis ufrosad daniSnes. 
1867 wels Tergis mxaris CeCenTa 
nikoloz biZinas Ze 
erisTavi
general-leitenanti
NIKOLOZ
ERISTAVI
Liutenant-General
Nikoloz Eristavi was born in Jan-
uary 1, 1834  in the village of Kara-
leti, Gori province, in the family of 
the prince of Bidzin-
aEristavi. His broth-
ers were Generals 
Konstantine and 
MikheilEristavis.
Nikoloz Erista-
vi got education 
in Konstantinovsk. 
From 1852 he 
served in the army 
of Russian Empire. 
From 1857 he was 
the head of Akhulini 
road of Baku governing region. In 
1859 he was appointed as a ranger 
of Shemakhi province. Form 1862 
Nikolozeristavi was the deputy head 
of Shemakhi province in Trans-Cau-
casian boarding chamber. Later he 
became deputy head of Baku gov-
erning region. In 1864 he was ap-
pointed as the head of the district. 
In 1867 he was appointed as the 
head of the Chechnya district of 
(1834-1911)
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olqis ufrasad daniSnes. 1870 
wels vedenos, xolo 1874 wli­
dan is polkovnikis CiniT gro­
znos olqis ufrosad dainiSna. 
1877 wels, CeCneTSi ajanyebis 
dawyebisTanave, nikoloz eri­
sTavi groznos samxedro razmis 
meTaurad dainiSna. misi aqtiuri 
monawileobiT es ajanyeba maleve 
CaaxSes.
1878 wlis 26 seqtembers 
nikoloz erisTavi baTumis olqis 
samxedro gubernatoris moadg­
iled iqna gamwesebuli. 1883 wl­
idan is quTaisis samxdro guber­
natoris moadgiled daniSnes. 
ruseTis imperatorma, aleq­
sandre III­m, 1884 wlis 6 maiss 
mas general­maioris wodeba mi­
aniWa.
1894 wels, samsaxuridan 
ga dadgomisTanave, mas general­
leitenantis wodeba mieniWa.
nikoloz erisTavi dajil­
dovebuli iyo rusuli or­
denebiT: wm. stanislavis me­3 
xarisxis ordeniT, wm. stanisla­
vis me­2 xarisxis ordeniT (1871 
w.), wm. stanislavis 1 xarisxis 
ordeniT; wm. vladimeris me­4 
xarisxis ordeniT bantiT (1879 
w.), wm. vladimeris me­3 xarisxis 
ordeniT (1879 w.); wm. annas me­2 
xarisxis ordeniT maxvilebiT, wm. 
annas 1 xarisxis ordeniT, TeTri 
arwivis ordeniT (1904 w.). is, 
the Tergi Part. In 1877 he was ap-
pointed as the head of Vedeno and 
in 1874-the head of Grozno district 
with the rank of Colonel. In 1877 
from the very beginning of rebel-
lion in Chechnya NikolozEristavi 
was appointed as the head of the 
military unit of Grozno. With his ac-
tive participation the rebellion was 
suppressed very quickly.
In September 26, 1878 Nikoloz 
Eristavi was sent to Batumi as the 
deputy head of Military governor of 
Batumi district. From 1883 he was 
appointed as the deputy of military 
governor of Kutaisi.
In May 6, 1884 the Emperor of 
Russia Aleksandr III gave him the 
rank of Major-General.
In 1894 just after resigning from 
the work he was given the rank of 
Lieutenant-General.
Nikoloz Eristavi was awarded 
with Russian orders: Order of St. 
Stanislavski Third Rank, Order of St. 
Stanislavski Second Rank(1871), Or-
der of St. Stanislavski First Rank; Or-
der of St. Vladimer Fourth Rank with 
ribbon (1879), Order of St. Vladimer 
Third Rank (1879); Order of St. Anna 
Second Rank with swords (1879), 
Order of St. Anna First Rank, Order 
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aseve, ucxouri ordenebiT iyo da­
jildovebuli: Turquli mejidies 
me­2 xarisxis ordeniT; iranuli 
lomis da mzis me­2 xarisxis or­
deniT da buxaris oqros varskv­
lavis 1 xarisxis ordeniT.
nikoloz erisTavi gardaicva­
la q. peterburgSi, 1911 wlis 18 
aprils. dakrZalulia TbilisSi, 
kalaubnis wm. giorgis saxelobis 
eklesiis sagvareulo saZvaleSi.
of White Eagle (1904). He also was 
awarded with foreign orders: order 
of Turkish Mejidie Second Rank; Or-
der of Iranian Lion, Order of the Sun 
Second Rank and Order of Bukhari 
Gold Medal First Rank.
NikolozEristavi died in April 18, 
1911 in Pererstburg. He is buried In 
Tbilisi in family crypt in Kalaubani 
St. Giorgi Church.
ivane alxaziSvili 1835 wels 
daibada q. gorSi aznaur grigol 
alxaziSvilis ojaxSi.  
ivane alxaziSvili monawil­
eobda ruseT­TurqeTis 1877­1878 
wlebis omSi. mas ruseTis im­
peratorma aleqsandre II­m, 1878 
wlis 3 ivniss general­maioris 
wodeba mianiWa.
ivane alxaziSviligardaicva­
la q. TbilisSi, 1900 wlis 22 
ivniss. dakrZalulia q. gorSi 
sagvareulo saZvaleSi. 
ivane grigolis Ze 
alxaziSvili 
general-maiori
IVANE
ALKHAZISHVILI
Major-General
Ivane Alkhazishvili was born in 
1853 in Gori in the family of a noble-
man Grigol Alkhazishvili.
Ivane Alkhazishvili participated 
in Russia-Turkey war in 1877-1878. 
In June 3, 1878 The Emperor of Rus-
sia Aleksandr II granted him the rank 
of Major-General.
Ivane Alkhazishvili died in June 
22, 1900 in Tbilisi. He is buried in Gori 
in his family crypt.
(1835-1900)
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konstantine erisTavi dai­
bada 1836 wlis 23 maiss, Tbi­
lisis guberniis goris mazris 
sof el karaleTSi, 
Tavad biZina erisTa­
vis ojaxSi. misi Zme­
bi iyvnen generle bi 
mixeil da nikoloz 
erisTavebi. man mo­
nawileoba miiRo 
yirimis 1853­1856 
ww.­is da ruseT­
Tu rqeTis 1877­1878 
ww.­is omebSi. 
1887 wlis 14 
no embridan, konstan­
tine erisTavi 1 ka­
vkasiuri msrolelTa druJinis 
meTauri iyo. is aseve gaxldaT 
goris mazris sarezervo polkis 
meTauri. mas ruseTis imperatorma 
aleqsandre III­m, wm. stanislavis 
1 xarisxis ordeni da samxedro 
warCinebis me­4 xarisxis ordeni 
uboZa. 
konstantine erisTavi garda­
icvala q. gorSi 1897 wlis 2 
maiss. dakrZalulia TbilisSi, ka­
laubnis wm. giorgis saxelobis 
eklesiis sagvareulo saZvaleSi.
konstantine biZinas Ze 
erisTavi
general-leitenanti
KONSTANTINE
ERISTAVI
Lieutenant-General  
Konstantine Eristavi was born 
in May 23,1836  in the village of 
Karaleti, Gori province, in the fam-
ily of the prince of 
BidzinaEristavi. His 
brothers were Gen-
erals Nikoloz and 
Mikheil Eristavis. 
He took part in the 
Crimea war in 1853-
1856 and in Russia-
Turkey war in 1877-
1878.
From Novem-
ber 14, 1887 Kon-
stantine Eristavi was the head of 
Shooters division of the Caucasus 
I. He also was the chief of backup 
regiment of Gori province. The 
Emperor of Russia Aleksandr III 
granted him with Order of St. Stan-
islav First Rank and Order of Honor 
Fourth Rank.
Konstantine Eristavi died In 
May 2, 1897 in Gori. He is buried In 
Tbilisi in family crypt in Kalaubani 
St. Giorgi Church.
(1836-1897)
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mixeil nikolozis Ze fur­
celaZe daibada 1836 wlis 6 
dekembers, Tbilisis guberniis 
goris mazris sofel 
mereTSi. 1856 wels 
is samxedro sam­
saxurSi Sevida. man 
monawileoba miiRo 
ruseT­TurqeTis 
1877­1878 wlebis 
omSi. 1893 wels mas 
polkovnikis wodeba 
mieniWa. 1903 wlis 
28 maiss ruseTis im­
peratorma nikoloz 
II­m, mas general­
maioris wodeba mi­
aniWa. imave wels 
man samxedro samsaxuri datova. 
misi Svili iyo general­maiori 
giorgi furcelaZe. 
mixeil nikolozis Ze fur­
celaZe dajildovebuli iyo ru­
suli ordenebiT: wm. annas me­4 
xarisxis ordeniT (1858 w.), wm. 
annas me­3 xarisxis ordeniT (1872 
w.), wm. annas me­2 xarisxis orde­
niT (1889 w.); wm. stanislavis me­
3 xarisxis maxvilebiT da bantiT 
ordeniT (1861 w.), wm. stanisla­
vis me­2 xarisxis ordeniT (1872 
mixeil nikolozis Ze 
furcelaZe
general-maiori
MIKHEIL
PURTSELADZE
Major-General 
Mikheil Purtseladze was born 
in December 6, 1836 in the village 
of Mereti, Goriprovince of Tbilisi 
governing region. 
In 1856 he joined 
military service. He 
participated in Rus-
sia-Turkey war in 
1877-1878. In 1893 
he was given the rank 
of Colonel. In May 
28, 19.03 the Emper-
or of Russia Nikoloz II 
give him the rank of 
Major-general. In the 
same year he left the military service. 
His son was Major-general Giorgi-
Purtseladze. 
Mikeil Purtseladze was award-
ed by Russian orders: Order of St. 
Anna Forth Rank (1858), Order of St. 
Anna Third Rank (1872), Order of St. 
Anna Second Rank (1889), Order of 
St. Stanislav Third Rank with swords 
and ribbon (1861), Order of St. Stan-
islav Second Rank(1872); Order of St. 
(1836-1912)
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w.); wm. vladimeris me­4 xarisxis 
ordeniT (1880 w.). is, aseve, iyo 
dajildovebuli: iranuli lo­
mis da mzis 1 xarisxis ordeniT 
(1879 w.).
mixeil nikolozis Ze fur­
celaZe gardaicvala 1912 wlis 
9 aprils. dakrZalulia sofel 
mereTis eklesiis sagvareulo 
saZvaleSi.
Vladimer Forth Rank (1880). He also 
was awarded with Orders of Iranian 
Lion and Order of the Sun First Rank 
(1879).
Mikheil Purtseladze died in April 
9, 1912. He is buried in the village of 
Mereti, in the family crypt of Mereti 
Church.
ilia dimitris Ze javriS­
vili daibada 1841 wlis 20 iv­
liss. 1861 wels is 
samxedro samsaxurSi 
Sevida. man ruseT­
TurqeTis 1877­1878 
wlebis omSi miiRo 
monawileoba. 
ilia dimitris 
Ze javriSvili gar da­
icvala 1901 wl is 18 
ianvars. dakrZalulia 
sof el walaskuris 
eklesiis sagvareulo 
saZvaleSi.
ilia dimitris Ze 
javriSvili 
general-maiori
ILIA
JAVRISHVILI
Major-general
Ilia Javrishvili was born in July 
20, 1841. In 1861 he joined military 
service. He took 
part in Russia-Tur-
key war in 1877-
1878.
Ilia Javrishvili 
died in January 18, 
1901. He is bur-
ied in the village of 
Tsalaskuri. In the 
family crypt in the 
Church.
(1841-1901)
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daviT erisTavi daibada Tavad 
estate erisTavis ojaxSi 1842 
wlis 3 ivniss.
1862 wels man 
gvardiis podpro po­
rSCikebis samxedro 
sk ola daamTavra. sa­
mxedro sam saxuri ki­
evis hu sarTa polkSi 
ga agrZela. 1875 wels 
mas polkovnikis wo­
deba  mieniWa. 1876 
wlidan yubanis kaza­
kTa jaris, poltavis 
cxenosanTa polkis 
meTauri iyo. man ru­
seT­TurqeTis (1877­1878 ww.) 
omSi miiRo monawileoba, sadac 
daiWra. 
1886 wlis 3 noembers ru­
seTis imperatorma aleqsandre 
III­m, daviT erisTavs general­
maioris wodeba mianiWa da me­6 
kavaleriis diviziis me­2 briga­
dis meTaurad daniSna.
1891 wlis 6 noembers ruse­
Tis imperatorma aleqsandre III­
m, mas general­leitenantis wo­
deba mianiWa da me­13 kavaleriis 
daviT estates Ze 
erisTavi 
kavaleriis generali
DAVIT
ERISTAVI
Cavalry  general
Davit Eristavi was born in June 
3, 1842 in the family of the prince of 
Estate Eristavi.
In 1862 he 
graduated from 
the podpropors-
chiki military school 
of the regiment. 
Hecontinued mili-
tary service in Kiev 
regiment. In 1875 
he was given the 
rank of Colonel. 
From 1876 he was 
the head of Kubani Cossak army and 
Poltava cavalrymen regiment. He 
took part in Russia-Turkey war (1877-
1878) where he was wounded. 
In November 3, 1886 the Em-
peror of Russia Aleksandr III grant-
ed him the rank of Major-General 
and appointed him as the head of 
the 2nd brigade of the division of 
the 6th cavalry.
In November 6, 1891 the Em-
peror of Russia Aleksandr III grant-
(1842-1910)
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diviziis me­2 brigadis meTaurad 
daniSna. 1895 wlis 11 ivnisi­
dan is me­5 kavaleriis diviziis 
meTauri iyo.
1906 wlis 6 dekembers im­
peratorma nikoloz II­m mas ka­
valeriis generlis wodeba mi­
aniWa.
daviT erisTavi dajildoeb­
uli iyo rusuli ordenebiT: wm. 
giorgis me­4 xarisxis ordeniT 
(1881 w.);  wm. vladimeris me­4 
xarisxis ordeniT maxvilebiT da 
bantiT (1877 w.),  wm. vladimeris 
me­3 xarisxis ordeniT maxvile­
biT (1878 w.), wm. vladimeris me­2 
xarisxis ordeniT (1903 w.); wm. 
stanislavis me­2 xarisxis or­
deniT (1876 w.), wm. stanislavis 
1 xarisxis ordeniT (1896 w.); 
wm. annas me­2 xarisxis ordeniT 
(1877 w.), wm. annas me­1 xarisxis 
ordeniT (1894 w.);  TeTri arwi­
vis ordeniT (1904 w.). is, aseve, 
iyo dajildoebuli: iranuli 
lomisa da mzis 1 xarisxis or­
deniT.
daviT erisTavi gardaicvala 
q. sanqt­peterburgSi, 1910 wlis 
2 ivliss.
ed him the rank of Lieutenant-Gen-
eral and appointed him as the head 
of the 2nd brigade of the division 
of the 13th cavalry. From June 11, 
1895 he was the head of the divi-
sion of the 5th cavalry.
In December 6, 1906 the Em-
peror of Russia Nikoloz II granted 
him the rank of Cavalry General.
Davit Eristavi was awarded by 
Russian orders: Order of St. George 
Fourth Rank(1881); Order of St. 
Vladimer Fourth Rankwith swords 
and ribbon (1877); Order of St. 
Vladimer Third Rank with swords 
(1878); Order of St. Vladimer Sec-
ond Rank (1903); Order of St. Stan-
islav Second Rank (1876), Order of 
St. Stanislav First Rank (1896), Or-
der of St. Anna Second Rank (1877), 
Order of St. Anna First Rank (1894); 
Order of White Eagle (1904). He 
was also awarded by: Order of Ira-
nian Lion and Order of the Sun First 
Rank.
Davit Eritavi died in July 2, 1910 
in Petersburg.
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rostom giorgis Ze CikoiZe 
daibada 1848 wels q. gorSi 1869 
wels man erevanis 
grenaderTa polkTan 
arsebuli samxedro 
skola daamTavra, 
xolo 1872 wels 
moskovis samxedro 
saswavlebeli.
1872 wlidan 
stavropolis me­74 
qveiTi me­7 eskad­
ronSi msaxurobda. 
man ruseT­TurqeTis 
(1877­1878 ww.) omSi 
miiRo monawileoba, 
sadac daiWra.
1898­1902 wle­
bSi is kagizmanis msrolelTa 
batalionis ufrosi iyo. 1902­
1903 wlebSi 259­e qveiTi pol­
kis ufrosi iyo, xolo 1903­1907 
wlebSi _ erevnis msrolelTa 
brigadis meTauri. 
1905 wlis 27 aprils ru­
seTis imperatorma nikoloz II­m, 
mas general­maioris wodeba mi­
aniWa. imave wels rostom Cikoi­
Zem samxedro samsaxuri datova.
rostom CikoiZe dajildoe­
buli iyo rusuli ordenebiT: wm. 
giorgis me­4 xarisxis ordeniT 
(1878 w.); wm. stanislavis me­2 
xarisxis ordeniT (1882 w.); wm. 
annas me­2 xarisxis ordeniT (1887 
rostom giorgis Ze 
CikoiZe
general-maiori
ROSTOM
CHIKOIDZE
Major-General
Rostom Chikoidze was born in 
1848 in Gori. In 1869 he graduated 
from military school 
at Erevani Grenadier 
Regiment. In 1872 he 
graduated Moscow 
military school.
From 1872 he ser-
ved in 7thescadron of 
the 74th infantry regi-
ment of Stavropol. He 
took part in Russia-Tur-
key war (1877-1878) 
where he was wound-
ed.
In 1898-1902 he 
was the head of kazigman shooters’ 
battalion. In 1902-1903 he was the 
head of 259th infantry regiment and in 
1903-1907-the head of Erevani shoot-
ers’ brigade.
In April 27, 1905 the emperor of 
Russia Nikoloz II gave him the rank of 
major-general. The same year Ros-
tomChikoidze resigned from the mili-
tary service.
Rostom Chikoidze was award-
ed with Russian orders: Order of St. 
George Fourth Rank (1878); Order of 
St. Stanislav Second Rank (1882); Or-
(1848-1925)
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w.); wm. vladimeris me­4 xarisxis 
maxvilebiT da bantiT ordeniT 
(1877 w.), wm. vladimeris me­3 
xarisxis ordeniT (1903 w.).
rostom giorgis Ze CikoiZe 
gardaicvala 1925 wels. dakrZa­
lulia goris mazris sofel me­
jvrisxevis eklesiaSi.
der of St. Anna Second Rank (1887); 
order of St. Vladimer Fourth Rank 
with swords and ribbon (1877), Order 
of St. Vladimer Third Rank (1903). 
Rostom Chikoidze died in 1925. 
He is buried in the Church of the vil-
lage of Mejvriskhevi of Gori province.
vasil revazis Ze maCabeli 
daibada q. gorSi, 1854 wlis 24 
marts. 
is ruseT­Tur qe Tis 
(1877­1878 ww.) omSi 
monawile ob da. 1878 
wels mas polkovnikis 
wo d eba mieniWa. 1909­
1913 wlebSi is di s­
ci plinaruli bata li ­
onis meTauri iyo.
1913 wlis 31 de­
kembers ruseTis imper­
atorma nikoloz II­m, 
mas general­maioris 
wodeba mianiWa. imave 
wels vasil maCabelma 
samxedro samsaxuri 
datova.
vasil maCabeli dajildoe­
buli iyo rusuli ordenebiT: wm. 
stanislavis me­3 xarisxis orde­
niT (1901 w.); wm. vladimeris me­
4 xarisxis maxvilebiT da bantiT 
ordeniT (1906 w.). is aseve oqros 
xmliT iyo dajildoebuli.
vasil revazis Ze 
maCabeli
general-maiori
VASIL
MACHABELI
Major-General
 
Vasil Machabeliwas born in 
March 24, 1854  inGori.
He participated 
in Russia-Turkey war 
(1877-1878). In 1878 
he was granted the 
rank of Colonel. In 
1909-1913 he was 
the head of disciplin-
ary battalion.
In December 
31, 1913 the emper-
or of Russia Nikoloz II 
granted him the rank 
of Major-General. 
The same year Vasil-
Machabeli resigned from the military 
service.
Vasil Machabeli was awarded with 
Russian orders: Order of St.Stanislav 
Third Rank (1901); order of St. Vladi-
mer Fourth Rank with swords and rib-
bon (1906). He also was awarded with 
Golden Sword.
(1854-1914)
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mixeil qavTaraZe daibada 1858 
wlis 16 oqtombers Tbilisis gu­
berniis goris mazris sofel mer­
eTSi, aznaur nikoloz qavTaraZis 
ojaxSi. 
1878 wels is samxedro sam­
saxurSi Sevida. 1899 wels man 
daamTavra generaluri Stabis aka­
demia.
1911 wlis 6 dekembers mas 
polkovnikis wodeba mieniWa.
1911­1913 wlebSi is me­2 ka­
vkasiuri msrolelTa brigadis 
Stabis ufrosi, xolo 1913 wli­
dan 35­e qveiTi diviziis Stabis 
ufrosi iyo.
1916 wlis 11 oqtombridan 
mixeil qavTaraZe 27­e kavkasiur 
msrolelTa polkis meTauri iyo. 
man monawileoba miiRo I msoflio 
(1914­1918 ww.) omSi. 
1916 wlis 6 dekembers ruse­
Tis imperatorma nikoloz II­m, mas 
general­maioris wodeba mianiWa. 
1917 wlis 24 ianvars is ka­
vkasiuri sasazRvro qveiTi divi­
ziis Stabis ufrosi gaxda.
1918­1921 wlebSi mixeil qa­
vTaraZe saqarTvelos demokratiu­
li respublikis armiaSi msaxurob­
da, sadac samxedro saministros 
gansakuTrebuli ganyofilebis 
ufrosi iyo. general­maiori mix­
eil qavTaraZe aseve, iyo samxedro 
saministros kancelariis ufrosi.
mixeil nikolozis Ze 
qavTaraZe
general-maiori
MIKHEIL
KAVTARADZE
Major-General
Mikheil Kavtaradze was born 
in October 16, 1858 in the family of 
the prince NikolozKavtaradze, in the 
village of Mereti of Gori province.
In 1878 he joined the military 
service. In 1899 he graduated from 
the General  StaffAcademy.
In December 6, 1911 he was 
given the rank of Colonel.
In 1911-1913 he was the head 
of shooters’ brigade headquarter 
and from 1913-the head of 35th In-
fantry Division Headquarter.
Form October 11, 1916 
MikheilKavtaradze was the head of 
27th Caucasian shooters’ regiment. 
He took part in World War I (1914-
1918).
In December 6, 1916 the em-
peror of Russia Nikolz II gave him 
the rank of Major-General.
In January 1917 he became 
the head of the staff of Caucasian 
Boarders Infantry Division.
In 1918-1921 Mikhail Kavta-
radze served in the army of Geor-
gian Democratic Republic where he 
was the chief of special department 
of Military Ministry. Major-General 
MikeilKavtaradze also was the head 
of Chanccellor’s office of the Mili-
tary Ministry.
(1858-1921)
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giorgi furcelaZe daibada 
1867 wlis 29 oqtombers Tbili­
sis guberniis goris mazris 
sofel mereTSi, gener­
al mixeil nikolozis 
Ze furcelaZis ojax­
Si. igi monawileobda 
ruseT­iaponiis (1904­
1905 ww.) da I mso­
flio (1914­1918 ww.) 
omebSi. 
1913­1914 wl e bSi, 
is 208­e qveiTi, lo­
ris po lkis meTauri 
iyo. 
1914 wels mas 
polkovnikis wodeba 
mieniWa. imave wlidan 
is 207­e qveiTi axal 
baiazetis polkis meTaurad dan­
iSnes. 
1915 wels giorgi furcelaZe 
84­e qveiTi Sirvanis polkis me­
Tauri gaxda. 
1915 wels ruseTis impera­
torma nikoloz II­m, mas general­
maioris wodeba mianiWa. 1917 wlis 
revoluciis Semdeg dabrunda saqa­
rTveloSi.
1918­1921 wlebSi is msaxu­
robda saqarTvelos demokra­
tiuli respublikis armiaSi. 
1920­1921 wlebSi qalaq baTumis 
cixe­simagris komendanti iyo. 
1921 wlis Teberval­martSi, is 
giorgi mixeilis Ze 
furcelaZe
general-maiori
GIORGI
PURTSELADZE
Major-general
GiorgiPurtseladze was born in 
October 29, 1867 in the family of 
General Mikheil Purtseladze, in the 
village of Mereti, 
Gori province. He 
participated in Rus-
sia-Japan war (1904-
1905) and World 
War I (1914-1918).
In 1913-1913 
he was the head of 
Lori 208th Infantry 
regiment.
In 1914 he was 
given the rank of Col-
onel. The same year 
he was appointed as the chief of New 
Biazeti 207th Infantry Regiment.
In 1915 GiorgiPurtseladze be-
came the chief of Shirvani 84th In-
fantry regiment.
In 1915 the Emperor of Russia 
Nikoloz II granted him with the rank 
of major-general. After the revolu-
tion of 1917 he returned in Georgia.
In 1918-1921 he served in the 
Army of Georgian democratic repub-
lic. In 1920-1921 he was the com-
mandment of Batumi Fortress. In 
February-March of 1921 he was the 
(1867-1924)
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gaxldaT q. fo Tis yvela samxe­
dro nawilis meTauri.
general­maiori giorgi mi ­
xeilis Ze furcelaZe 1915 wels 
dajildoebuli iyo wm. giorgis 
me­4 xarisxis, wm. vladimeris me­3 
xarisxis da wm. annas me­2 xarisx­
is ordenebiT.
1924 wlis 28 agvistos gen­
eral­maiori giorgi mixeilis Ze 
furcelaZe daapatimres bolSe­
vikebma da daxvrites q. baTumSi.
giorgi maTes Ze kereseliZe 
daibada 1883 wels qalaq gorSi. 
1913 wels mas Stabs­kapitanis 
wodeba mieniWa. 
1916 wels man Tu­
rqeTSi `qarTuli le­
gioni~ daaarsa da misi 
pirveli meTauri iyo. 
1918­1921 wlebSi 
is saqarTvelos de­
mokratiuli respubli­
kis armiaSi msaxurobda. 
1920 wels mas gen­
erlis wodeba mianiWes. 
1921 wlidan is 
emigraciaSi iyo,  cxov­
robda germaniaSi. 1943 
wlis 23 noembers 
giorgi maTes Ze kereseliZe daiR­
upa berlinSi, dabombvis dros, 
romelsac inglisis aviacia awar­
moebda.
giorgi maTes Ze 
kereseliZe 
generali
head of all the military units of the 
town of Poti.
In 1915 Major-General Giorgi-
Purtseladze was awarded with order 
of St. George Fourth Rank, Order of 
St. Vladimer Third Rank, Order of St. 
Anna Second Rank
In August 28, 1924 Major-Gen-
eral Giorgi Purtseladze was arrested 
and shot in Batumi.
(1883-1943)
GIORGI
KERESELIDZE
General
Giorgi Kereselidze was born in 
1883 in Gori.
In 1913 he was given the rank of 
Captain.
In 1916 he 
founded “Georgian 
Legion” in Turkey and 
was the first head of 
the legion.
In 1918-1921 he 
served in the army of 
Georgian Democratic 
Republic.
In 1920 he was 
given the rank of 
General.
In 1920 he emigrated in Germany. 
He died in November 23, 1943 while 
bombing Berlin by English aircraft.
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egnataSvilebis gvaris mra­
valma Rirseulma warmomad­
genelma daikava sa patio adgili 
saqa rTvelos mrava­
lWirnaxul isto­
riaSi. me­18 sauku­
nis meore maxevarSi 
gamoCenilan farTo 
sazogadoebriv as­
parezze. `beri eg­
nataSvili sakmaod 
cnobili mwignobari 
da istorikosi yo­
fila. igi ganekuT­
vneboda aznaurTa 
wodebas~ (`gorele­
bi~. i. aivaziSvili, g. alaverdaS­
vili. 1999 w.)
saistorio wyaroebSi sakmaod 
farTod aris warmodgenili si­
mon egnataSvilic _ mwignobari, 
mTargmneli, moskov­peterburgis 
qarTuli diasporis TvalsaCino 
warmomadgeneli. mas Seudgenia 
qarTul­rusuli leqsikonic, 
romelmac, samwuxarod, dRevand­
lobamde ver moaRwia. XIX sauku­
nis miwurulis da XX saukunis 
dasawyisSi ki sazogadoebis yur­
aleqsandre iakobis Ze 
egnataSvili
general-leitenanti
ALEKSANDRE
EGNATASHVILI
Lieutenant-General
Many prominent representa-
tives of the surname of the Egnatash-
vili took honorable part in the history 
of Georgia. They ap-
peared in the society in 
the second half of the 
XVII century. “Monk 
Egnatashvili was a well-
known literary man 
and historian. He be-
longed to the rank of 
Prince” (“The Gori Peo-
ple” I.Aivazishvili, G. 
Alavaerdashvili, 1999)
Simon Egnatashvi-
li-a literary man, translator, a promi-
nent representative of Georgian Di-
aspora of Moscow-Petersburg, took 
great part in the historical sources. 
He compiled Georgian-Russian dic-
tionary which unfortunately could 
not reach up to present time. At the 
end of the XIX century and at the 
beginning of the XX century a boxer 
and wrestler-IakobEgnatashvili ap-
peared in the center of the society’s 
attention. He was a man with a giant 
(1887-1948)
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adRebis centrSi moeqca mokrive 
da moWidave iakob egnataSvili. 
goliaTuri aRnagobis kaci yo­
fila iakobi _ erTTavad keTilm­
osurne gamometyvelebiT, xor­
blisferi saxiT, darbaisluri 
mixvra­moxvriT da Zlieri bubuna 
xmiT, mudam Coxa­axaluxSi gamow­
yobili.
swored am devkacis erT­
erTi Svili gaxldaT aleqsan­
dre egnataSvili, momavali gen­
eral­leitenanti, sazogadoebriv 
da sameurneo sferoebis marTvis 
organizatoruli niWiT dajil­
doebuli pirovneba, romelmac 
mniSvnelovani wvlili Seitana 
qveynis Tavdacvisunarianobis gan­
mtkicebaSi, faSizmis winaaRmdeg 
Tavganwirul brZolebSi da sab­
oloo gamarjvebaSi.
amonaweri wignidan `gore­
lebi~ (i. aivaziSvili, g. alaver­
daSvili, 1999 w. Tb. `merani­3~): 
`...aleqsandre (saSa) egnataSvili 
ymawvilkacobidanve ganimsWvala 
siZulviliT ruseTis TviTmpy­
robelobis mimarT da aqtiurad 
Caeba revoluciur moZraobaSi. 
igi araerTgzis daapatimres me­
fis moxeleebma da cixeSi gamoam­
wyvdies, Tumca usamarTlobis 
winaaRmdeg brZolaze xeli ver 
aaRebines; aleqsandres binebi rev­
olucionerTa saimedo TavSesafa­
aleqsandres mama iakobi
Aleksandre’s father Iakob
body-built, with a kind look,  dark-
complexion, noble manners and 
strong voice. He was always dressed 
up in Chokha-Akhalukhi (national 
Georgian dressing).
The future Lieutenant-General 
Aleksandre Egnatashvili was one of 
the sons of this man. He was the man 
with the gift of managing social-eco-
nomical spheres, who made great 
deal in strengthening self-defense of 
the country, in fierce battles against 
fascism and final victory as well.
An extract from the book “The 
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ri iyo mudam~.
aleqsandre, mamis msgavsad, 
gamorCeuli yofila gansakuTreb­
uli fizikuri ZaliT. imavdrou­
lad, kargad flobda Widaobis 
xelovnebas da araerTi warmatebi­
sTvisac miuRwevia. sportis is­
torias Semonaxuli aqvs cnoba 
aleqsandre egnataSvilisa da 
maSindeli msoflios Cempionis 
vaxturovis Serkinebis Taobaze. 
Sexvedra fred damTavrebula.
1930 wlidan aleqsandre eg­
nataSvili samuSaod gadahyavT 
moWidave aleqsandre
A wrestler-Aleksandre
Gori People” (I. Aivazishvili, G. Ala-
verdashvili, 1999, Tbilisi, “Merani-
3”): “…..Aleksandre (Sasha) Egna-
tashvili had been filled with hatred 
to the occupational affairs of Russia 
since his early years and took active 
part in revolutionary movements. 
He was arrested several times by the 
King’s men though he never gave up 
struggle against injustice; Aleksnad-
re’s apartments were always a reli-
able shelter for revolutionaries.”
Aleksandre, like his father, had 
physical strength. At the same time 
he owed the art of wrestling and had 
a number of successes. The history 
of sport has kept notes about the 
ofAleksandreEgnatashvili and the 
world champion of that time-Vakh-
turov. The event ended in a draw.
From 1930 AleksandreEgna-
tashvili was sent to work in Mos-
cow where he fulfilled very respon-
sible governmental duties in various 
spheres. Simultaneously he did very 
important affairs in many offices of 
the Crimea military district.
Years passed and AleksandreEg-
natashvili was formed as a successful 
military or social person. An award 
was added to an award, a rank to 
a rank and he made great steps to 
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moskovSi, sadac asrulebda me­
tad sapasuxismgeblo samTavrobo 
movaleobas sxvadasxva sferoSi. 
paralelurad asrulebda mniS­
vnelovan saxelmwifo davalebebs 
yirimis samxedro olqis mraval 
dawesebulebaSi.
gadioda wlebi da aleqsan­
dre egnataSvilic yalibdeboda 
rogorc warmatebuli samxedro, 
sameurneo Tu sazogado moRvawe. 
jildos jildo emateboda, wo­
debas _ wodeba da igic didi 
nabijebiT miiwevda samsaxurebri­
vi karieris zeda safexurebisken.
1938 wlidan aleqsandre eg­
nataSvili gadahyavT saxelmwifo 
uSiSroebis samsaxuris friad 
sapasuxismgeblo Tanamdebobaze, 
sadac erTxel kidev gaibrwyina 
misma, rogorc organizatoris, 
niWma.
aleqsandre egnataSvili 
mTel Tavis codnasa da ener­
gias uangarod axmarda qveynis 
usafrTxoebasa da keTildReobas. 
man gansakuTrebiT isaxela Tavi 
didi samamulo omis mrisxane 
dReebSi. igi erT­erTi organiza­
tori gaxldaT im dacviTi siste­
mebis agebisa, romelmac uzrun­
velyo moskovis dacva 1941­1942 
wlebis zamTarSi. amave periodSi 
igi kurirebas uwevda motoms­
rolelTa gvardiuli diviziis 
high level of his career.
From 1938 Aleksandre Egna-
tashvili was transferred to a very re-
sponsible position of state security 
where his gift of an organizer was 
brightly shown.
Aleksandre Egnatashvili used 
all his knowledge and energy for the 
welfare and security of the coun-
try. He showed himself in the days 
of Great patriotic War. He was one 
of the organizersof those defensive 
systems which maintained the de-
fense of Moscow in the winter of 
1941-1942. At the same period he 
was looking after the actions of mo-
tor-shooting divisions. For this he 
got the 
For great      and      state   Alek-
sandreEgnatashvili has got many 
battle awards among them are: 
order of “Red Flag” (two), order of 
“Kutuzov” and Order of “Red Star”.
At the final stage of the Second 
World War and post war years Alek-
sandre Egnatashvili, simultaneously 
with his main job, was the leader of 
two big economical objects of state 
importance (the Crimea-Foross and 
Moscow suburb), the direct duty of 
which was to take care and guaran-
tee the family members  of the po-
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qmedebebs, risTvisac miRebuli 
aqvs umaRlesi mTavarsardlis, i. 
stalinis madloba.
samSoblos winaSe didi da­
msaxurebisa da uangaro saxe­
lmwifoebrivi moRvaweobisavis 
aleqsandre egnataSvils miRebu­
li aqvs mravali sabrZolo jil­
do, maT Soris `wiTeli droSis~ 
(ori), `kutuzovis~ da `wiTeli 
varskvlavis~ ordenebi.
meore msoflio omis bolo 
etapze da omisSemdgom wlebSic 
aleqsandre egnataSvili, ZiriTadi 
saqmianobis paralelurad, xelmZ­
Rvanelobda or did, saxelmwi­
foebrivi mniSvnelobis sameurneo 
obieqts (yirimi­forosi da mos­
kovis gareubani), romelTa pirda­
piri daniSnuleba iyo politbi­
uros wevrTa ojaxebze zrunva da 
maTi uzrunvelyofa.
aleqsandre egnataSvilma da 
misma meuRlem, qalbatonma mariam 
xaratiSvilma sami Svili gaz­
ardes _ Tamari, giorgi da eTeri 
(cxovrobs moskovSi, pensioneri).
aleqsandres SviliSvili 
(Tamaris Svili), guram ratiS­
vili (amJamad eweva aqtiur peda­
gogiur moRvaweobas saqarTvelos 
sportis akademiaSi) igonebs or 
saintereso epizods papis cxovre­
bidan. moskovis axlomdebare 
meurneobaSi Turme specialurad 
meuRlesTan, mariam 
xaratiSvilTan erTad
With his wife 
Mariam Kharatishvili
litical bureau. 
AleksandreEgnatashvili and his 
wife, MariamKharatishvili, grew up 
three children-Tamar, Giorgi and 
Eter (now lives in Moscow, is a pen-
sioner).
Aleksandre’s grandson (Tamar’s 
son), GuramRatishvili (leads active 
pedagogical affairs at Sports Acad-
emy of Georgia), recalls two inter-
esting episodes from the life of his 
grandfather-In a farm nearby Mos-
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stalinisTvis zrdidnen xbos ise, 
rom rva Tvis ganmavlobaSi ar 
miuciaT rZis garda sxva sakvebi. 
did molodinSimyof stalinamde 
xbos kerZi ar miutaniaT _ eqi­
mebs dauwunebiaT.
i. stalins uTxovia aleqsan­
dre egnataSvilisTvis _ mamaCems 
erTi Segirdi hyavda, daTa gasi­
taSvili. gamige Tu cocxalia da 
Camoiyvane, naxva mindao.
eqvsi Tve ucxovria daTas 
aleqsandres ojaxSi, sanam stali­
ni moiclida da Sexvdeboda.
batoni guram ratiSvili 
imasac igonebs, rom papam kargi 
molxena icodao megobrebis wre­
Si.
rogorc wesi, saxelmwifo 
uSiSroebis samsaxurebis maRali 
rangis Cinosnebis moRvaweobis 
Sesaxeb monacemebi didi xniT 
saidumloebiT aris xolme mocu­
li. mxolod mravali wlis Semdeg 
gamomzeurdeba bevri saintereso 
da mniSvnelovani ram general­
leitenant aleqsandre egnataSvi­
lis saintereso cxovrebidan.
aleqsandre egnataSvili gar­
daicvala 1948 wels. dakrZa­
lulia mSobliur qalaq gorSi, 
kvernaqis sasaflaoze.
cow a calf was being grown specially 
for Stalin. During eight months it was 
fed only by milk. Stalini was looking 
forward to tasting a dish made of the 
veal but no dish was served to Stalin, 
doctors had refused it as it appeared 
to be bad for eating.
I. Stalini asked Aleksandre Eg-
natashvili that his father had had an 
apprentice-Data Gasitashvili. Stalin 
wondered whether he was alive 
as he wished to see him. Data had 
lived six months in Aleksandre’s 
family until Stalin found time to 
meet him.
Guram Ratishvili also recalls 
that his grandfather enjoyed being 
with his friends and always had a 
good time at big dinner parties.
As a rule, the data and facts 
about the affairs of the persons serv-
ing for state security belong to secret 
materials for a long time. Only many 
years later many interesting and im-
portant facts will be revealed from 
the life of Lieutenant-General Alek-
sandreEgnatashvili.
Aleksandre Egnatashvili died in 
1948. He is buried in his native town-
Gori, in Kvernaki Cemetery.
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kacobriobis is toria icnobs 
sxv a dasxva erisa Tu qveynis aseulo­
biT wa r momadge nels, 
ro mle bmac aTaswle­
ule bis ganmavlobaSi 
didi ro li iTamaSes 
msofli oSi ZalTa 
gadanawilebis, axa­
li sazogadoebri­
vi formaciisa da 
ideo logiuri mima­
rTu lebebis Camo ya­
libebisa da ganvi­
Tarebis saqmeSi. maT 
xSirad beladebs uw­
odeb dnen, anu adami­
anebs, romlebic sa­
yovelTaod arian 
aR i arebulni, rog­
orc ama Tu im sazogadoebrivi mo­
Zraobis, mimdinareobis, partiis, 
xalxis, saxelmwifos xelmZR­
vanelebi da sulisCamdgmelebi.
ioseb juRaSvili (stalini) 
ganekuTvneba aseTi adamianebis 
elitarul kohortas da, isto­
rikosebis azriT, samarTlianadac 
atarebda proletariatis bela­
dis saamayo da sapatio statuss.
aseulobiT mxatvruli Tu 
ioseb besarionis Ze 
juRaSvili _ stalini
generalisimusi
IOSEB JUGASHVILI 
STALIN
Generalissimos
The history of mankind knows 
therepresentatives of various 
na tionalities and 
countries who dur-
ing millenniums 
pla yed great role 
in the process of 
separation of pow-
er and forming and 
developing new so-
cial formations and 
ideological direc-
tions in the world. 
Often they were 
called leaders, that 
is, the persons who 
are recognized as 
inspirers of any so-
cial movement, and heads of par-
ties, people and state.
Ioseb Jughashvili (Stalin) be-
longs to the elite cohort of such 
people and as historians admit he 
justly was given the honorable title 
of the leader of proletarians. 
Hundreds of documentary and 
feature films are made, thousands 
of books are written and millions 
of publicist essays are dedicated 
(1879-1953)
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dokumenturi filmia gadaRebu­
li, aTasobiT wignia dawerili 
da milionobiT publicisturi 
werilia miZRvnili stalinis 
fenomenisadmi, magram, rogorc 
Tanamedrove politikuri mi­
momxilvelebi da istorikosebi 
aRniSnaven, jer kidev bolomde ar 
aris gamomzeurebuli da cnobili 
ioseb juRaSvilis (stalinis) pi­
radi cxovrebisa da sazogadoe­
briv­politikuri Tu samxedro 
moRvaweobis mravali detali da 
niuansi. istorikos­mkvlevarebs 
da Jurnalistebs, rogorc Cans, 
saqme jer kidev bevri aqvT. erTi 
ram ki darwmunebiT SeiZleba 
iTqvas, rom ioseb juRaSvilma 
(stalinma) samudamod daimkvidra 
adgili msoflios istoriaSi 
udides adamianebad cnobilTa So­
ris.
msoflioSi aRiarebuli po­
litikosi da saxelmwifo moR­
vawe (didi britaneTi) uinston 
CerCili wers: `...didi bedniereba 
iyo ruseTisaTvis, rom umZimesi 
gansacdelis Jams qveyanas saTave­
Si Caudga geniosi da udreki mxe­
darTmTavari stalini... stalini 
iyo uCveulo energiisa da udreki 
nebisyofis adamiani; mkvaxe, sas­
tiki da daundobeli saubarSi. 
uwinares yovlisa, hqonda didi 
iumorisa da sarkazmis grZnoba 
to the phenomena of Stalin, but as 
modern political reviewers and his-
torians say many details and nuanc-
es concerning his private life and 
social and military affairs are not 
displayed yet. Historian-research-
ers and journalists seem to have 
much work ahead. One thing can 
be said for sure that IosebJughash-
vili (Stalin) occupied a prominent 
place among world known great 
people in the world history.
The world recognized politi-
cian and statesman (Great Britain) 
Winston Churchill wrote: “…It was 
great luck for Russia that Stalin, 
such genius and strong military 
leader, became the governor of 
the country in the period of hard-
ship….Stalin was a person of great 
energy and strong will; severe and 
ruthless in conversation. But he 
owed a great sense of humor, sar-
casm  and the ability to read and 
perceive ideas. This power was so 
strong in his personality that he 
was unique among the leaders of 
states and nationalities of all the 
time… he was outstanding with his 
deep, logically cognitive wisdom. 
He was the incomparable master 
of finding a way out of any des-
perate situation…he was always 
modest and never had illusions. He 
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1902
da unari, zustad aReqva az­
rebi. es Zala imdenad didi iyo 
stalinis pirovnebaSi, rom igi 
ganumeoreblad gvesaxeboda yve­
la drois saxelmwifoebisa da 
erebis xelmZRvanelTa Soris... 
igi gamoirCeoda Rrma, yovelgvar 
panikas moklebuli, logikurad 
gacnobierebuli sibrZniT. igi 
iyo ubadlo ostati, romelic 
utyuarad poulobda uZneles mo­
mentebSi yvelaze gamouvali md­
gomareobidan gamosvlis gzas... 
igi yovelTvis Tanabrad TavSeka­
vebuli iyo da arasdros ahyolia 
iluziebs. is gaxldaT uCveulod 
rTuli pirovneba. man Seqmna da 
daimorCila veeberTela imperia. 
es iyo kaci, romelic Tavis mters 
musravda Tavisive mtris xeliT. 
stalini iyo udidesi diqtato­
ri, romelsac badali ar hyavda 
msoflioSi _ kaci, romelmac Cai­
bara xiskaviani ruseTi da datova 
atomurbombebiani saxelmwifo. is­
toria, kacobrioba aseT adamian­
ebs ar iviwyebs~.
ai, stalinis aseTi portreti 
daxata uinston CerCilma.
ioseb stalinis biografia 
cnobilia TiTqmis mTeli msofli­
osaTvis, magram mainc moviyvanT 
misi piradi cxovrebisa da mra­
valprofiliani moRvaweobis zo­
gierT mniSvnelovan monacems.
was unusually difficult person. He 
created and commanded a huge 
empire. He was the man who an-
nihilated the enemy by his own 
enemy. Stalin was the greatest, in-
comparable dictator in the world, 
the man who accepted wooden 
plough Russia and changed it into 
a state with atomic bombs. History 
and mankind never forgets such 
people.”
So, Winston Churchill por-
trayed Stalin this way.
IosebJughashvili’s biography is 
known to the world but, here we 
will bring some important facts 
from his private life and multi-pro-
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meuRle
ekaterine svaniZe­juRaSvilisa
Wife: Ekaterine Svanidze-Jughashvili
meuRle
n. alilueva
Wife: N. Alilueva
iakobi
Iakob
svetlana
Svetlana
vasili
Vasil
Svilebi:
Children:
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ioseb juRaSvili (stalini) 
daibada q. gorSi 1879 wlis 21 
dekembers besarion ivanes Ze ju­
RaSvilisa da ekaterine (keke) 
giorgis asul gelaZis ojaxSi. 
vin ifiqrebda maSin, rom Rarib mu­
Sur­glexur ojaxSi dabadebuli 
biWi, SedarebiT mokle istori­
uli periodis Semdeg, msoflios 
moevlineboda udides politikur 
da samxedro moRvawed. magram ma­
namde iyo swavlis, Sromisa da 
brZolis uZnelesi wlebi.
goris sasuliero saswavleb­
lis warCinebiT damTavrebis Sem­
deg, swavla ganagrZo Tbilisis 
sasuliero seminariaSi, saidanac 
gairicxa (1899 w.) revoluciur 
moZraobaSi monawileobisaTvis. 
ijda baTumis, quTaisisa da ba­
qos cixeebSi. ramdenjerme iqna 
dapatimrebuli da aRmosavleT 
cimbirSi gadasaxlebuli (1902, 
1904, 1909, 1910, 1912, 1913 w.w.), 
saidanac (vologda, solviCegor­
ski, narimski, turuxanski, novaia 
uda) yovelTvis gaqceviT aRwevda 
Tavs. ruseTis oqtombris (1917 
w.) revoluciis dros iyo misi 
erT­erTi xelmZRvaneli.
1917­1939 wlebi Zalian 
datvirTuli da mravalferovani 
gaxldaT ioseb stalinisaTvis 
funqciurad da Tanamdebobrivad: 
iniSneba saxalxo komisarTa sab­
filing activity.
Ioseb Jughashvili (Stalin) was 
born in December 21, 1879 in 
Gori, in the family of Besarion-
Jughashvili and Ekaterine (Keke) 
Geladze. That time nobody could 
have imagined that the boy, born 
in the family of a worker and a 
peasant, after a short historical 
period would become the great-
est political and military person 
of the world, but before this there 
were difficult years of study, work 
and struggle.
After finishing Gori Spiritual 
School he continues his studies in 
Tbilisi Spiritual Seminary. He was 
excluded from the seminary in 1899 
for participating in revolutionary 
movement. He was arrested and 
was in Batumi, Kutaisi and Baku 
jails. He was exiled several times 
in East Siberia (1902, 1904m 1909, 
1910 1912, 1913) from where he al-
ways managed to escape (Vologda, 
Solvichegorsk, Narimsk, Turukhan-
ski, NovaiaUda). He was one of the 
leaders of the leaders of October 
revolution (1917).
The period of 1917-1939 was 
too complicated and diverse for 
Ioseb Stalin from the point of func-
tion and position: he was appoint-
ed as the chairman of the council 
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Wos (saxkomi) Tavmjdomared, qm­
nis CrdiloeT kavkasiis samxedro 
sabWos, iniSneba samxreTis fron­
tis samxedro revoluciuri sab­
Wos (srs) Tavmjdomared, dainiSna 
saxelmwifo kontrolis saxalxo 
komisrad, iniSneba samxreTisa 
da dasavleTis frontebis srs­
s wevrad, dajildovda sabrZo­
lo wiTeli droSis ordeniT, 
airCies politbiuros wevrad, 
daamtkices erovnebaTa saqmeebis 
saxalxo komisrad, airCies ck­is 
generalur mdivnad, dajildovda 
wiTeli droSis meore ordeniT, 
arCeul iqna umaRlesi sabWos 
deputatad, mieniWa socialistu­
ri Sromis gmiris wodeba, arCeul 
iqna mecnierebaTa akademiis sapa­
tio wevrad da sxva.
stalinisTvis, rogorc po­
litikosisTvis, sazogado da 
samxedro moRvawisTvis, yvelaze 
mniSvnelovani da didi istori­
uli Rirebulebebis periodi 
gaxldaT XX saukunis 30­iani 
wlebis dasasruli da 40­iani 
wlebis dasawyisi, roca evropa­
Si denTis suni datrialda da 
aSkarad ikveTeboda saSineli me­
ore msoflio omis konturebi.
swored am wlebSi maqsim­
alurad gamoCnda da gamovlinda 
ioseb stalinis pirovnuli Sesa­
Zleblobebi.
of public commissioners, creates 
a military council of North Cauca-
sus, was appointed on the posi-
tion of the chairman of military 
revolutionary council of Southern 
front, was appointed as a public 
commissioner of state control, was 
appointed as a member of military 
revolutionary council of southern 
and west fronts. He was awarded 
with the order of Red Flag of Com-
bat, he was elected as a member 
of political bureau, was approved 
on the position of a public com-
missioner of national affairs, was 
elected on the position of the gen-
eral-secretary of the Central com-
mittee, was awarded with the sec-
ond Order of Red Flag, was elected 
as a deputy of Supreme Soviet, was 
given the title of a hero of Socialist 
labor, was elected as an honorable 
member of Academy of Science 
and so on.
The period of late 30s and ear-
ly 40s of the XX century was very 
important and of great histori-
cal value for Stalin as a politician, 
public and military person. In this 
period there was felt smell of gun 
powder in the air in Europe and 
the outlines of drastic World War 
II were vividly identified.
Just in these years Stalin’s per-
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msoflioSi pirveli social­
isturi qveyana (sazogadoeba) jer 
kidev myarad ver idga fesvebze, 
TandaTan viTardeboda soflis 
meurneoba, mrewveloba da sxva 
umniSvnelovanesi dargebi, maT 
Soris samxedro mrewvelobac da 
a.S.
meore msoflio omis sawyis 
etapze, sabWoTa kavSiris Sedar­
ebiT moumzadeblobis miuxedavad, 
antifaSisturma koaliciurma Za­
lebma mainc SesZles germanuli 
faSizmis damarcxeba. udides is­
ialtis konferenciaze (CerCili, ruzvelti, stalini)
At the Yalta Conference (Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin)
sonal possibilities were fully de-
tected.
The first socialist country of 
the world (society) was not able to 
stand steadily, agriculture, econo-
my, industry and other important 
branches, military industry among 
them, was being developed by and 
by.
At the beginning of the World 
War II though the Soviet Union was 
not prepared, antifascist coalition 
forces were able to defeat the Ger-
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toriul gamarjvebaSi lomis 
wili miuZRvis yofili sabWoTa 
kavSiris mravalerovan SeiaraRe­
bul Zalebs, romlis umaRlesi 
mTavarsardali gaxldaT, moma­
valSi geniosad wodebuli ioseb 
besarionis Ze stalini.
ra sasixarulo da saamayoa, 
rom msoflioSi TiTebzeCamosaT­
vlel generalisimusTa Soris 
Rirseuli adgili ukavia gorel 
kacs, stalins, romelmac marTlac 
rom istoriuli kvali daamCnia 
msoflioSi ZalTa gadanawilebis 
mudmivadcvalebad rukas.
omis Semdgom wlebSic brwy­
inavda stalinis pirovneba. daCqa­
rebuli tempebiT SuSdeboda omiT 
moyenebuli Wrilobebi, swrafad 
viTardeboda saxalxo meurneo­
bis yvela dargi, umjobesdeboda 
mosaxleobis cxovrebis pirobebi, 
viTardeboda da Zlierdeboda 
samxedro potenciali, mecnierebma 
gaSifres atomuri energiis mSvi­
dobiani aRmSeneblobis mizniT 
gamoyenebis SesaZleblobebi. mwer­
loba, kultura da xelovneba, ga­
naTleba, sporti da mravali sxva 
dargi daadga umaRlesi mwverva­
lebisken mimaval bilikebs da a.S.
yovelive amis sulisCamdg­
meli, organizatori da aqtiuri 
xelmZRvaneli kvlav gaxldaT 
ioseb stalini, romlis yur­
man fascism. In this great histori-
cal victory lion’s share belongs to 
multinational armed forces of for-
mer Soviet Union and its Supreme 
Commander-in-Chief, later called 
genius Ioseb Stalin.
How pleasant and glorious it is 
that among several Generalissimos 
of the world a prominent place  be-
longs to Stalin, a man from Gori, 
who made really historical trace on 
the eternally changeable map of 
separation of power in the world.
The person of Stalin sparkled 
in post-war years. The wounds got 
from the war were being healed 
rapidly, all the branches of public 
economy were being developed 
and strengthened, the living condi-
tions were boing improved and the 
military potential was strengthen-
ing. Scientists discovered the pos-
sibility of using atomic energy for 
peaceful reasons. The writing art, 
culture, education, sport and many 
other branches started off to high-
est points of their development.
The inspirer, organizer and ac-
tive leader of all these issues was 
Ioseb Stalin, who never missed any 
problem and issue of social devel-
opment.
In 1943-1953 Ioseb Stalin was 
granted the rank of Marshal of the 
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adRebis miRma ar rCeboda sazoga­
doebrivi ganviTarebis arcerTi 
sakiTxi.
1943­1953 wlebSi ioseb sta­
lins mieniWa sabWoTa kavSiris 
marSlis wodeba; dajildovda 
suvorovis pirveli xarisxis or­
deniT, gamarjvebis ori ordeniT, 
mieniWa generalisimusoba, sabWoTa 
kavSiris gmiris wodeba, airCies 
ck­is prezidiumis wevrad, xelmZ­
Rvanelobda sabWoTa delegaciebs 
Teiranis, ialtis, potsdamis kon­
ferenciebze, dainiSna ministrTa 
sabWos Tavmjdomared, SeiaraRe­
buli Zalebis ministrad da umaR­
mSoblebi ­ ekaterine gelaZe, besarion juRaSvili
Parents - Ekaterine Geladze, Besarion Jughashvili
Soviet Union; was awarded with 
order of Suvorov First Rank, two 
Orders of Victory, was given the 
rank of Generalissimos, the title 
of a hero of the Soviet union, was 
elected as a member of the Pre-
sidium of the Central Committee,. 
He was leader of the delegations at 
Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam con-
ferences. He was appointed as the 
head of the Council of Ministers, 
as the Ministry of Armed Forces 
and the Supreme Commander-in-
Chief.
In March 5, 1953 Ioseb-
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les mTavarsardlad.
1953 wlis 5 marts ioseb 
juRaSvili (stalini) gardaicv­
ala dRemde saeWvo viTarebaSi 
(araoficialuri versiiT igi gar­
daicvala 2 marts gamTeniisas).
stalinis neSti daasvenes 
wiTel moedanze, mavzoleumSi, 
saidanac misi dauZinebeli mtris, 
n. xruSCovis iniciativiT, 1961 
wels gamoasvenes da dakrZales 
kremlis kedelTan.
stalins ori meuRlisgan 
(ek. svaniZe, n. alilueva) hyavda 
sami Svili _ iakobi (1907­1943), 
vasili (1920­1962) da svetlana 
(1926­1998).
sikvdilis Semdeg stalinis 
pirovnebis mimarT mravali Wori 
da usamarTlo ciliswamebebis 
talRa agorda. mtrebi mas safla­
vSic ar asveneben. aki Tavad sta­
lins ekuTvnis sityvebi: `...vici, 
roca movkvdebi, saflavze nagvis 
goras damiyeneben, magram isto­
riis qari umowyalod gafantavs 
am nagavs~.
Jughashvili (Stalin) died in a suspi-
cious condition (according to non-
official version he died at dawn of 
March 2).
Stalin’s corps was laid at the 
red Square, in the Mausoleum. In 
1961 after the initiative of his im-
placable enemy, N. Khrushchov, 
his corps was taken from the Mau-
soleum and was buried at the wall 
of the Kremlin.
Stalin had three children 
form his two wives (Ek. Svanidze, 
N.Alilueva)-iakob (1907-1943), Va-
sil (1920-1962) and Svetlana (1926-
1998).
After his death a lot of unfair 
defamations and gossips spread. 
His enemies even do not make him 
stay in peace in his grave. The quo-
tation below belongs to Stalin him-
self: “…I know, after my death a hill 
of rubbish will be put on my grave, 
but the wind of history will scatter 
this rubbish mercilessly.”
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2002 wels saqarTvelos 
televiziam Seqmna dokumenturi 
satelevizio filmi saxelwodebiT 
`fr Tebi~, romelic 
mieZRvna gamoCenili 
mfrinavis, saqarT­
veloSi samoqalaqo 
aviaciis erT­erTi 
fuZemdeblis, niWi­
eri organizatorisa 
da uamravi sabrZolo 
ordenisa da medlis 
kavaleris, aviaci­
is general­maioris 
Salva lavrentis Ze 
WankotaZis dabadebi­
dan 100 wlisTavs.
filmSi naTqvamia, rom isto­
rias qmnian Zlieri pirovnebebi 
da rom, swored aseTi gaxldaT 
kaci­legenda, Salva WankotaZe, 
romelmac XX saukunis 20­30 
wlebSi safuZveli Cauyara saqa­
rTveloSi samoqalaqo aviaciis 
dafuZnebas da mis Semdgom gan­
viTarebas. idga ra, maSindeli 
saqarTvelos samoqalaqo avia­
ciis SturvalTan, dauRalavad 
iRwvoda sruliad axali dargis 
asaSeneblad. xangrZlivi periodis 
ganmavlobaSi saTaveSi edga samo­
qalaqo aviaciis sammarTvelos da 
Salva lavrentis Ze 
WankotaZe
general-maiori
SHALVA
CHANKOTADZE
Major-General
In 2002 the television of Geor-
gia made a documentary film “The 
Wings”, which was dedicated to the 
100th anniversary of 
the outstanding pilot, 
one of the founders of 
civil aircraft of Georgia, 
gifted organizer, owner 
of many battle orders 
and medals, Major-
General of the Aircraft 
ShalvaChankotadze.
It is mentioned 
in the film that his-
tory is made by strong 
persons and just such 
person was the man-legend Shalva 
Chankotadze, who in 20-30s of the 
XX century made foundation and de-
velopment of civil aircraft in Georgia. 
Standing at the roots of aircraft he 
was doing his best for implementing 
quite a new branch. For a long time 
he was the head of the civil aircraft 
and made important mite in fulfilling 
new structure and its effective func-
tioning.
The first so called “medical fly” in 
Mestia, for taking a serous sick man 
(1902-1965)
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mniSvnelovani wvlili Seitana 
axali struqturis srulyofisa 
da efeqtiani funqcionirebis saS­
viliSvilo saqmeSi.
mis saxelTanaa dakavSire­
buli: pirveli e.w. `samedicino 
gafrena~ mestiaSi mZime avadmyo­
fis TbilisSi gadmosayvanad (im 
droisTvis arsebuli samoqalaqo 
TviTmfrinavebiT 5 kilometrze 
afrena sakmaod rTuli da riskiT 
aRsavse saqme gaxldaT).
1938 wels kavkasionis gad­
molaxvisas daikarga rostovidan 
momavali TviTmfrinavi, romelsac 
marTavda Salvas megobari. S. 
WankotaZe da a. iskanderiani gaf­
rindnen kolegis mosaZebnad, ma­
gram maTma TviTmfrinavmac gani­
cada avaria. mwyemsebma sami dRis 
Semdeg ipoves isini. iskanderianma 
orive fexi dakarga da sawols 
miejaWva. Salva QWankotaZe ki 
xangrZlivi mkurnalobis Semdeg 
daubrunda aviacias.
Salva WankotaZe gmirulad 
ibrZoda meore msoflio omis fron­
tebzec. misma saaviacio samxedro 
polkma araerTi friad warmatebu­
li operacia Caatara, romelTagan 
gansakuTrebiT aRsaniSnavia stal­
ingradis garSemo (1942) ganlage­
buli germanelTa Svidi aerodro­
mis ganadgureba da iugoslaviis 
lideris marSal broz titos 
gamoyvana faSistebis mier alyaS­
emortymuli teritoriidan.
to Tbilisi, is connected to his name. 
(atthat period flying up to 5 kilome-
ters height by existing civil planes 
was quite difficult and risky).
In 1938 while flying over the 
Caucasus a planeflying from Rostov 
which was conducted by Shalva’s 
friend, got lost. Shalva Chankotadze 
and A. Iskanderiani flew to look for 
the colleague but their plane had an 
accident too. Three days later shep-
herds found them. Iskanderian lost 
both feet and remained bounded to 
bed. Shalva Chankotadze after a long 
treatment returned to aviation.
Shalva Chankotadze fought 
bravely on the fronts of World War 
II. His aircraft regiment conducted 
many successful operations. Among 
the operations the destruction of 
seven airfields of the Germans de-
ployed around Stalingrad (1942) and 
taking the leader of Yugoslavia Mar-
shal Broz Tito from the territory sur-
rounded by the fascists are the most 
important.
Soldiers greatly respected the 
personality of Shalva Chankotadze as 
the military  leader owing brave and 
principal character and as an incom-
parable organizer and leader of air 
battles.
In the above mentioned film it is 
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mebrZolebi did pativs scem­
dnen Salva WankotaZis pirovnebas, 
rogorc gambedav da principuli 
xasiaTis mqone samxedro xelmZR­
vanels da sahaero brZolebis ubad­
lo damgegmavs da warmmarTvels.
zemoaRniSnul telefilmSi 
naTqvamia, rom Salva WankotaZes 
TanamebrZolebi moferebiT uwo­
debdnen `Cankos~ da cis Capaevs 
(samoqalaqo omis gmiri).
simboluria da xazgasasmeli 
is garemoeba, rom sazogadoebis 
mier Salva WankotaZis dabadebi­
dan asi wlisTavis aRniSvna xde­
boda maSin, rodesac zogadad 
samoqalaqo aviaciac Tavisi asi 
wlisTavis arsebobas zeimobda.
Salva WankotaZe daibada q. 
gorSi, 1902 wlis 24 ianvars 
lavrenti WankotaZisa da melania 
kavkasiZis mravalSvilian (biZina, 
Salva, vaxtangi, dariko, vera, ka­
tuSa, Tina, Tamari) ojaxSi.
lavrenti WankotaZe gaxl­
daT sasuliero piri, qristian­
uli eklesiis msaxuri (xucesi). 
Salva WankotaZis deda, qalba­
toni melania gamorCeuli yo­
fila saukeTeso diasaxlisobiT 
da samarTlianobisaTvis brZolis 
SesaSuri suliskveTebiT. gadmo­
cemiT cnobilia, rom igi mxarSi 
edga da TanaugrZnobda revolu­
ciur moZraobas. mzad iyo iara­
RiTac (Turme malulad inaxavda 
`mauzeris~ sistemis iaraRs) dax­
mentioned that fellow soldiers called 
him “Chanko” and “Chapaev of the 
sky” (Chapaev-the hero of civil war).
It is symbolic that celebrat-
ing the 100th anniversary of 
ShalvaChankotadze was going simul-
taneously with celebration of the 
100th anniversary of civil aircraft.
Shalva Chankotadze was born in 
January 24, 1902 in Gori, in the large 
family of Lavrenti Chankotadze and 
Melania Kavkasidze. (Their children 
were: Bidzina, Shalva, Vakhtang, 
Dariko, Vera, Katusha, Tina, Tamar).
Lavrenti Chankotadze was 
a cleric, served to the Orthodox 
Church. Shalva Chankotadze’s 
mother, Melania, was a distin-
guished housewife and always 
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mareboda carizmis winaaRmdeg me­
brZolebs.
saSualo skolis damTa vrebis 
Semdeg, Salva WankotaZe moxalisis 
statusiT Sedis (1922) kavkasiis 
samxedro saaviacio divizionSi, 
xolo 1923 wels warmatebuli 
misaRebi gamocdebis Semdeg, xde­
ba q. kievis saaviacio samxedro 
saswavleblis msmeneli. swavlas 
mowyurebuli axalgazrda amiT 
ar dakmayofilda da ganaTleba 
gaagrZela maSindeli leningra­
dis samxedro­sahaero Zalebis e.w. 
Teoriul skolaSi. 1925 wels man 
swavla ganagrZo q. serpuxovis 
umaRles saaviacio skolaSi.
1927 wels Salva WankotaZes 
eniWeba mfrinavis wodeba da muS­
aobas iwyebs saaviacio brigadaSi.
1931 wels Salva WankotaZe 
samuSaod gadahyavT q. engelsk­
Si mfrinavTa samxedro skolis 
razmeulis meTaurad, xolo 1932 
wlidan igi ukve saqarTveloSi 
gadmodis da saTaveSi udgeba 
samoqalaqo aviaciis razmeuls, 
misi ufrosis rangSi. aqedan iwye­
ba Salva WankotaZis mdidari bio­
grafiis umniSvnelovanesi etapi, 
rac gamoixateba qarTuli samoqa­
laqo aviaciis swraf ganviTare­
baSi da axali saaviacio teqnikisa 
Tu safrenosno teqnologiebis 
danergvaSi. SromiTi moRvaweo­
bis sawyis etapzeve daimsaxura 
man mTavrobis mxridan yuradReba 
fought for justice. It is known that 
she supported revolutionary move-
ment. She even had a gun ready 
(she kept “Mauzeri” system gun 
secretly) to help the warriors in the 
struggle against Tsarism.
After finishing secondary school, 
Shalva Chankotadze joins the divi-
sion of Caucasian Military aircraft as 
a volunteer (1922) and in 1923 after 
passing entrance exams successfully 
he became a student of Kiev Aircraft 
Military Institution. Willing to enlarge 
his knowledge he continued studying 
at Leningrad Military-aircraft theo-
retical School. In 1925 he continued 
studies at Serpukhov High Aircraft 
School.
In 1927 Shalva Chankotadze was 
given the title of a pilot and starts 
working in aviation brigade.
In 1931 Shalva Chankotadze was 
sent to work in Engelsk on the posi-
tion of a Head of the Units of Pilots 
Military School. From 1932 he re-
turns to Georgia and leads the Unit of 
Civil aircraft. From this period starts 
the important stage of his biography 
which was expressed in implement-
ing new aviation technologies and 
rapid development of Georgian civil 
aviation. At the starting stage of his 
work Shalva Chankotadze deserved 
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da dafaseba _ igi dajildoebul 
iqna `sapatio niSnis~ ordeniT.
1937 wels Salva WankotaZe 
iniSneba amierkavkasiis samoqalaqo 
aviaciis sammarTvelos ufrosad 
vidre 1941 wlamde, rodesac dai­
wyo meore msoflio omi. man Ta­
vis moadgiles, grigol CaCaniZes 
gadaabara uwyebis xelmZRvanelo­
bis funqcia da erT­erTi pirveli 
Caeba faSistebis winaaRmdeg mim­
dinare sabrZolo operaciebSi.
saqarTvelos samxedro isto­
riaSi uamravi faqtia dafiqsire­
buli Salva WankotaZis gmiruli 
brZolebisa da gansakuTrebuli 
simamacisa Tu samxedro­saaviacio 
operaciebis gonivruli warmarT­
vis Sesaxeb. mis mier miRebuli 
samxedro ordenebisa da medlebis 
simravlec zustad rom das­
turia Salva WankotaZis udidesi 
Rvawlisa qveynisa da xalxis wi­
naSe. igi dajildoebulia aseve 
poloneTis `griunvaldis jvr­
iT~. 1944 wels Salva WankotaZes 
mieniWa aviaciis general­maioris 
samxedro wodeba.
meore msoflio omis dam­
Tavrebis Semdeg (1946 w.) Salva 
WankotaZe iniSneba yofili sabWo­
Ta kavSiris samoqalaqo aviaciis 
mTavari sammarTvelos ufrosis 
moadgiled, xolo 1949 wlidan 
igi sicocxlis bolomde xelmZ­
Rvanelobda saqarTvelos samoqa­
laqo aviaciis sammarTvelos.
attention and appreciation from the 
government-he was awarded with 
Order of “Sign of Honor”.
In 1937 Shalva Chankotadze was 
appointed as the Chief of Trans-Cau-
casus civil aviation department. He 
remained on this position till 1941-
the beginning of World War II. He 
handed over the functioning of the 
department to Grigol Chachanidze 
and he himself was one of the first in-
volved in military operations against 
fascists.
In the military history of Geor-
gia many facts exist about Shalva 
Chankotadze’s bravery and sensible 
leadership of military-aircraft op-
erations. The number of the military 
orders and medals are the proof of 
Shalva Chankotadze’s contributions 
to his country and people. He is also 
awarded with “Griunvald Cross” of 
Poland. In 1944 Shalva Chankotade 
was given the rank of Major-General 
of aviation.
After the end of World War II 
(1946) Shalva Chankotadze was ap-
pointed on the position of a deputy 
chief of main board of civil aviation 
of former Soviet Union and from 
1949 till the end of his life he was the 
head of the Board of Civil Aviation of 
Georgia.
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meuRle qeTevani
His wife Ketevan
Svili irine
daughter Irine
Svili zurabi
son Zurab
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brwyinvale da TiTiTsaCvene­
beli ojaxi Seqmna qalbaton 
qeTevanTan erTad, omebgamovlilma 
kacma­legendam.
Svilebi _ zurabi da irine 
didi gancdiT igoneben baton 
Salvas, aRniSnaven ra mis gan­
sakuTrebulad Tbil damokide­
bulebas ojaxis wevrebTan, mis 
xelgaSlil stumarTmoyvareobas 
da, rac yvelaze ufro saamayoa, 
Salvas principulobas, saqmis­
admi zomier simkacres da marT­
lac rom SesaSur samarTlianobas 
yvelgan da yvelaferSi.
aRsaniSnavia is garemoeba, rom 
Salva WankotaZis vaJiSvilma, ba­
tonma zurabma, Rirseulad aitaca 
mamis mier gadmocemuli estafeta. 
daamTavra ra kievis saaviacio in­
stituti da Semdeg ramdenime sx­
vadasxva saswavlebeli, saTaveSi 
Caudga saqarTvelos samoqalaqo 
aviacias da wlebis ganmavlobaSi 
maRlaaweuli atara WankotaZeebis 
ojaxuri tradiciebis alami.
gansakuTrebiT amaRelvebeli 
gaxldaT batoni zurabisTvis is 
dRe, rodesac igi saqarTvelos 
samoqalaqo aviaciis sammarTvelos 
ufrosis rangSi, pirvelad Sevida 
im kabinetSi, romelSic misi mama, 
batoni Salva moRvaweobda da aya­
libebda marTlac rom saamayo qa­
rTul samoqalaqo aviacias.
unda aRiniSnos, rom baton 
zu rabs ufro rTul viTareba­
Shalva Chankotadze made a bril-
liant family with Ketevan. His sons-
Zurab and Irine always speak about 
him with great warmth and under-
line his warm and devoted attitude 
to every member of the family, his 
open fisted hospitality and what is 
more to be proud of-his principality, 
moderate strictness to any affair and 
his fairness in everything and every-
where.
It should be mentioned that his 
son-Zurab continued his steps wor-
thily. He graduated from Kiev Avia-
tion Institute and for many years car-
ried up the flag of the Chankotadze 
family traditions.
Especially exiting was for Mr. 
Zurab the day when he, as the chief 
of Civil Aviation of Georgia, first en-
tered the office where his father, Mr. 
Shalva had worked and was forming 
civil aviation of Georgia.
It should be mentioned that Mr. 
Zurab had to work in more compli-
cated situation (Georgia gained inde-
pendence, separated from general 
structure of the Soviet Union, many 
problems concerning new technical 
means and navigation systems and 
developing corresponding infrastruc-
ture sprang up). But he worthily de-
fended his family tradition and raised 
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Si mouxda muSaoba (saqarTvelom 
moipova damoukidebloba; gamoeyo 
yofili sabWoTa kavSiris saerTo 
struqturas; gaCnda problemebi 
axali teqnikuri saSualebebisa da 
teqnologiebis aTvisebisa; saWiro 
iyo reaqtiuli TviTmfrinavebisT­
vis axali sanavigacio sistemebisa 
da Sesabamisi infrastruqturis 
ganviTareba da a.S.). magram, mis sa­
saxelod unda iTqvas, rom Rirse­
ulad daicva ojaxis tradicia da 
axal simaRleze aiyvana saqarTve­
los samoqalaqo aviaciis fenomeni.
general­maiori Salva Wanko­
taZe mravalmxriv ganviTarebuli 
adamiani gaxldaT. ZiriTad profe­
siasTan paralalurad, igi eweoda 
aqtiur sazogadoebriv moRvaweo­
basac, riTac qarTveli xalxis 
didi pativiscema da siyvaruli 
da imsaxura. iyo sa qarTvelos mSr­
omelTa deputatebis umaRlesi sab­
Wos ramdenime mowvevis deputati.
samwuxarod, adre Sewyda ga­
moCenili qarTveli mfrinavisa 
da Rvawlmosili mxedarTmTavris 
mgznebare guliscema. igi garda­
icvala 1965 wlis 21 Tebervals. 
dakrZalulia TbilisSi, vakis sa­
saflaoze.
Salva WankotaZis Svilebi: 
zurabi, irine.
SviliSvilebi: Salva WankotaZe, 
manana da levan yajriSvilebi.
SvilTaSvilebi: mariami da 
taisia.
the phenomena of Civil Aviation of 
Georgia to a new height.
Major-General Shalva Chan-
kotadze was diversely developed 
person. Simultaneously with his pro-
fession he led active social life and 
deserved love and respect of Geor-
gian people. He was a deputy of La-
bor’s Supreme Council of Georgia.
Unfortunately, the heart beat-
ing of the famous and merited com-
mander stopped early. He died in 
February 21, 1965. He is buried in 
Vake cemetery, Tbilisi.
Shalva Chankotadze’s Children: 
Zurab, Irine.
Grandchildren: Shalva Chan-
kotadze, Manana and Levan Kajrish-
vilis.
Great-grandchildren: Mariam and 
Tasia.
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qarTuli generalitetis erT­
erTi TvalsaCino warmoma dge neli, 
general­po l k ovniki 
aleqsi ni ko lo zis 
Ze inauri daibada q. 
gorSi, 1908 wlis 12 
maiss.
mama _ nikoloz 
inauri iyo mcire bi­
znesis mqone xelos­
anTa warmomadgeneli. 
axlandeli goris 
e.w. `wmindawylis~ 
ubanSi hqonia sam­
Wedlo­saxelosno da 
dauRalavi SromiT 
inaxavda mravalwevr­
ian ojaxs.
momavali generlis deda 
_ sofio somxiSvili (sof. ma­
rana) cnobili yofila rogorc 
saukeTeso diasaxlisi. imavdrou­
lad, qalbatoni sofio yofila 
metad mkacri, momTxovni, princi­
puli da uaRresad samarTliani. 
vaJkacuri qali iyoo _ ixsene­
ben Tanasoflelebi. metsaxelad 
Turme `oTaraanT qvrivic~ ki 
SeurqmeviaT misTvis. SviliS­
aleqsi nikolozis Ze 
inauri
general-polkovniki, 
sabWoTa kavSiris gmiri
ALEKSI
INAURI
Colonel-General, 
hero of the Soviet Union
An outstanding representative 
of Georgian generals, Colonel gen-
eral Aleksi Inauri was 
born in May 12, 1908 
in Gori.
His father-Nikoloz 
Inauri was a represen-
tative of handymen 
of small business. He 
owned a forging work-
shop in one district of 
Gori (present “Tsmin-
datskali”) and worked 
hard to support his 
large family.
The mother of the 
future general-Sopio 
Somkhishvili (from the village of Ma-
rana) was famous as the best house-
wife. At the same time she was a very 
strict, demanding and fair woman. 
The village people remember that 
they had given her the  nickname 
“The widower of Otar” (According to 
the main character of a story by Ilia 
Chavchavadze), but her grandchil-
dren mentioned her as “Marshal” 
among their friends.
(1908-1993)
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vilebi ki `marSlad~ moixse­
niebdnen TanatolebSi.
rTuli da saintereso cxo­
vreba ganvlo aleqsi inaurma. q. 
goris mesame saSualo skolis 
damTavrebis Semdeg (1926), swav­
la gaagrZela saxelmwifo uni­
versitetis fizikis fakultetze. 
aRmoCnda, rom axalgazrda aleqsi 
inauri sxva ocnebasac daatareb­
da guliT, man Tavis Tanatol 
da Tanamoqalaqe v. xubulurTan 
(aseve momavali generali) er­
Tad, mSoblebisa da axloblebi­
sgan farulad, paralelurad, 
gamocdebi Caabara CrdiloeT ka­
vkasiis (q. krasnodari) sakavale­
rio meTaurTa skolaSi. aqedan 
iwyeba aleqsi inauris xangrZli­
vi samxedro cxovreba. aRniSnu­
li skolis damTavrebis Semdeg, 
aleqsi inauri, ukve oficris 
rangSi, samsaxurebrivi movaleo­
bis Sesasruleblad gaagzavnes 
ukrainis samxedro olqSi, sadac 
wlebis ganmavlobaSi asrulebda 
sxvadasxva movaleobas mzardi 
Tanamdebobrivi karieris Sesabam­
isad.
ukrainaSi samsaxuris pe­
riodSi, aleqsi inaurma Tavisi 
cxovreba daukavSira sayvarel 
adamians, vera fedorCenkos. ax­
algazrda wyvili rudunebiT 
Seudga ojaxis mSeneblobas. oc­
neba da miznebi bevri hqondaT da 
patara aleqsandre (marjvnidan 
pirveli) da­ZmasTan, mSoblebTan 
da bebiasTan erTad
Little Aleksandre (first from the Right) 
with his brother and sister, parents 
and grandmother
Aleksi Inauri passed a very inter-
esting but difficult life. After finish-
ing Gori Secondary School #3 (1926) 
he continued studied in the faculty 
of Physics at State University. Later 
Aleksi Inauri discovered that he had 
another dream and together with 
the fellow of his age and originated 
from the same city V. Khubuluri (also 
future general) secretly from his par-
ents passed exams in the School of 
Cavalry Commanders of the North 
Caucasus (the town of Krasnodar). 
From this begins Aleksi Inauri’s long 
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mzad iyvnen saukeTeso momaval­
Tan Sesaxvedrad, magram...
faSisturi germania Tavs 
daesxa sabWoTa kavSirs. swored 
ukrainam miiRo vermaxtis armiebis 
pirveli dartymebi. im droisaT­
vis aleqsi inauri ukve xelmZR­
vanelobda kavaleristTa polks. 
mosalodneli farTomasStabiani 
samxedro operaciebis pirobeb­
Si, aleqsi inauri iZulebuli 
gaxda fexmZime meuRle gamoegza­
vna gorSi. swored gorSi, 1941 
wlis 2 agvistos ojaxs SeeZina 
pirveli vaJi, romelsac alika 
(aleqsi) daarqves saxelad. mou­
weria werili mebrZol mamas _ 
iqneb ver davbrunde cocxali 
da, dae, gaizardos kidev erTi 
aleqsi inaurio.
sul mokle xanSi, aleqsi in­
auri iniSneba kavaleriis divi­
ziis meTaurad.
sainteresoa aRiniSnos, rom 
samkvdro­sasicocxlo brZoleb­
Si aleqsi inauri ibrZoda ssrk­
s Tavdacvis momaval ministrTan, 
marSal a. greCkosTan mxardamxar 
da gonivruli da Tavganwiruli 
qmedebebiT TandaTan aaxlovebda 
faSizmze Zlevamosili gamar­
jvebis sanukvar dRes. didi wv­
lili miuZRvis a. inauris di­
vizias ukrainis ganTavisuflebis 
saqmeSi.
1943 wels, aleqsi inaur­
military life. After leaving the men-
tioned school; Aleksi Inauri in the 
category of an officer was sent to the 
Military district of the Ukraine where 
he performed various duties on the 
positions according to his growing 
career for many years.
While working in the Ukraine 
Aleksi linked his life with his loving 
person, Vera Fedorochenko. Newly 
married couple began to build their 
family with great care. They had many 
dreams and goals and were ready to 
meet their best future, but…..
Fascist Germany attacked the 
Soviet Union. The Ukraine got the 
first attacks of Vermakht army. By 
that time Aleksi Inauri was already 
the Chief of the Cavalry regiment. In 
the conditions of large-scaled military 
operations Aleksi Inauri had to send 
his pregnant wife in Gori. In August 
2, 1942 his first son-Alik (Aleks) was 
born. Later father wrote - “If I don’t 
stay alive and let one more Aleksi In-
auri grow in our family”.
Very soon, Aleksi Inauri was ap-
pointed on the position of a Chief of 
the Cavalry Division.
It should be noticed that in fierce 
battles Aleksi Inauri fought side by side 
with the future Minister of Defense of 
the Soviet Union, Marshal A. Grechko 
and by his selfless and sensible actions 
he was bringing closer and closer the 
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is samxedro SenaerTebi, ssrk­s 
samxedro xelmZRvanelobis st­
ra tegiuli gegmebis Sesabamis­
ad, gadayvanil iqnen iranis (q. 
Tavrizi) teritoriaze. am Sen­
aerTebis mTavari mizani iyo ar 
daeSvaT TurqeTis Cabma meore 
msoflio omis bataliebSi ger­
manuli faSizmis sasargeblod 
da imavdroulad, uzrunveleyoT 
mokavSireebis mier mowodebuli 
samxedro SeiaraRebis Seuferxe­
blad Semotana ssrk­s terito­
riaze.
omis damTavrebas (1945 wlis 
maisi) aleqsi inauri Sexvda ukve 
general­maioris wodebiT. dadga 
omisSemdgomi, Wrilobebis mo­
SuSebisa da aRmSeneblobis peri­
odi.
aleqsi inaurma ar uRalata 
arCeul gzas da ganagrZo samx­
edro xelovnebis Rrmad Seswav­
lis procesi. am mizniT man 1948 
wels warCinebiT daamTavra gen­
eraluri Stabis samxedro aka­
demia q. moskovSi.
omis Semdgom, evropaSi, 
ssrk­ma da misma mokavSireebma 
gadainawiles gavlenis sferoebi 
(qveynebi, regionebi) da mkacri 
kontroli daaweses maTze. erT­
erTi aseTi axali geografiuli 
warmonaqmni iyo germaniis de­
mokratiuli respublika (gdr), 
sadac sxva samxedro SenaerTebT­
day of victory on the fascism. The divi-
sion of Aleksi Inauri made great effort 
in liberating the Ukraine.
In 1943 the military units of Aleksi 
Inauri, according to the strategic plans 
of Military leaders of the Soviet Union, 
were taken to the territory of Iran 
(Tavrizi). The aim of these units was to 
prevent involving Turkey in the World 
War II in benefit of German fascism 
and at the same time to maintenance 
given arms in the territory of the So-
viet Union without interruption.
By the end of the war (May 1945) 
Aleksi Inauri had already the rank of 
Major-general. Now was the post 
war period, the period of healing the 
wounds and building the country.
Aleksi Inauri did not change the 
chosen way and continued the pro-
cess of deep education in military 
art. For this he graduated the Gen-
eral Headquarters Academy in Mos-
cow with honor.
After war, the Soviet Union and 
its allies distributed the spheres of in-
fluence in Europe and arranged strict 
control on them. One of such new 
geographical place was the Demo-
cratic Republic of Germany where the 
mechanized division of Aleksi Inauri 
was dislocated together with other 
military units from the Soviet Union.
After three years Major-gen-
eral Aleksi Inauri was already in the 
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an erTad, ssrk­s mxri­
dan dislocirebul iqna 
aleqsi inauris, imJamad 
ukve meqanizirebuli, 
divizia.
sami wlis Semdeg, 
general­maiori aleqsi 
inauri ukve ukrainaSia, 
sadac meTaurobs meqa­
nizirebul korpuss.
1953 wels aleqsi 
inauri daabrunes saqa­
rTveloSi. sakmaod xa­
ngrZlivi periodis ga­
nmavlobaSi iyo jer 
Sinagan saqmeTa minis­
tri, Semdeg saxelmwi­
fo uSiSroebis komitetSi 
xe lmZRvanelobda sxvadasxva sam­
saxurebs, bolos ki ekava amave 
komitetis Tavmjdomaris Tanam­
deboba.
1983 wels daweril daxa­
siaTebaSi vkiTxulobT: `...amx. 
aleqsi inauri eweva did parti­
ul­sazogadoebriv moRvaweobas. 
rogorc ssrk­s umaRlesi sabWos 
deputati, saqarTvelos kompar­
tiis ck­s biuros wevri da sax­
elmwifo uSiSroebis komitetis 
Tavmjdomare, igi sistematurad 
xvdeba SromiT koleqtivebs, 
erT muStad aerTianebs maT xe­
lisuflebis mier dasaxuli amo­
canebis gadasawyvetad, dReniadag 
zrunavs qveynis uSiSroebis sam­
meuRlesTan vera fedorCenkosTan da
SvilebTan _ alikasTan da giasTan
With his wife-Vera Fedorchenko and 
children-Alik and Gia
Ukraine where he was the chief of 
the mechanized corps. 
In 1953 Aleksi Inauri was sent 
back to Georgia. During quite a long 
period he was the Minister of Inter-
nal Affairs, then he was a leader of 
various services in the committee of 
state security and last, he occupied 
the position of the chairman of this 
committee.
In the characteristic written in 
1983 we may read: “…Aleksi Ianuri 
leads great partial and public activity. 
As a deputy of the Supreme Council 
of the Soviet Union, a member of 
the bureau of the central committee 
of Georgia and the chairman of the 
state security committee, he system-
atically meets labor groups, unites 
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saxuris muSakTa kvalifikaciis 
amaRlebaze, maT winaSe mdgari 
problemebis Rirseulad gadaw­
yvetaze...~
aleqsi inauri ekuTvnoda ada­
mianTa im kategorias, romelTa 
cxovrebis mTavari mizani iyo 
samSoblosa da xalxis erTguli 
da muxlmouRleli samsaxuri. 
aleqsi inaurma miaRwia am mizans. 
igi gansakuTrebuli siyvaruliTa 
da pativiscemiT sargeblobda qa­
rTveli xalxis mxridan. arafor­
malur pirobebSi aleqsi inauri 
iyo metad ubralo da Tavmdab­
ali. uyvarda adamianis mosmena. 
pativs scemda iumors da viwro 
megobrul wreSi molxenas. arc 
Tevzaobaze da nadirobaze ambob­
da uars.
meore msoflio omSi da 
Semdeg, ukve sxvadasxva maRal 
partiul, samxedro Tanamdebo­
baze muSaobis periodSi, miR­
weuli warmatebebisa da aseve 
aqtiuri sazogadoebrivi moR­
vaweobisaTvis aleqsi inauri 
dajildoebuli iyo ormocamde 
ordeniTa da medliT (maT 
Soris gdr­s, monRoleTis, 
ukrainis da sxva).
1953 wels aleqsi inaurs 
mi eniWa general­leitenantis, 
xo lo 1967 wels general­po­
lkovnikis maRali samxedro wo­
debebi.
ssrk­s Tavdacvis minstr (mar­
cxniv) andria greCkosTan erTad
With the Minister of Defense of the 
USSR (on the left) Andria Grechko
them to solve the tasks planned by 
the government and the problems 
they were facing…”
Aleksi Inauri belonged to the 
category of people whose main goal 
of life is to serve the motherland and 
people. Aleksi Inauri reached this 
goal. He deserved people’s love and 
respect. In informal situations he was 
very modest and simple. He liked to 
listen to people, respected humor 
and having a good time at dinner 
parties with his very close people. He 
even did not refuse going to fishing 
and hunting.
In World War II and after that 
during the period of working in vari-
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1985 wels aleqsi inaurs 
mieniWa sabWoTa kavSiris gmiris 
wodeba, leninis meoTxe ordeniT 
da oqros varskvlaviT.
samwuxaroa, rom aleq­
si inauris dedmamiSvilebidan 
(mariami, darejani, mixeili) 
arc erTi aRar aris cocxali. 
aleqsis Svili alika (aleqsi) 
da SviliSvili gagac adre ga­
moakldnen wuTisofels. gagas 
Svili elene amJamad cxov­
robs TbilisSi. moskovSi cxov­
robs aleqsi inauris Svili 
gia (giorgi) profesiiT eqimi, 
romelsac hyavs ori qaliSvili 
_ eka da vera.
TbilisSi cxovrobs aleqsi 
inauris dis (darejanis) Svili, 
hidroinJineri sandro lazaSvi­
li (amJamad pensioneri).
1993 wlis 28 ivniss Sew­
yda didebuli qarTvelis, maRa­
li rangis samxedro moRvawis, 
saqarTveloze da qarTvelebze 
uzomod Seyvarebuli kacis, gen­
eral­polkovnik aleqsi inauris 
mgznebare gulis cema.
dakrZalulia TbilisSi, sa­
burTalos panTeonSi.
ous party and military positions he 
was awarded about forty order and 
medals (among them DRG, Mongo-
lia, the Ukraine etc.) for reached suc-
cess and active public activities.
In 1953 Aleksi Inauri was granted 
the rank of Lieutenant-General, and 
in 1967 the rank of Colonel-General.
In 1985 Aleksi Inauri was giv-
en the title of a hero of the Soviet 
Union, the fourth Order of Lenin and 
Gold Medal. 
It is a pity that none of Aleksi 
Inauri’s siblings (Mariam, Darejan, 
Mikheil) are alive. Aleksi’s son Alik 
(Aleks) and grandson-Gaga died ear-
ly. Gaga’s daughter Elene now lives in 
Tbilisi. Aleksi Inauri’s son-Gia (Giorgi) 
lives in Moscow. He is a doctor. He 
has two daughters-Eka and Vera.
Aleksi Inauri’s nephew, (Dare-
jan’s son), Sandro Lazashvili, a hydro 
engineer by profession, lives in Tbili-
si. Now he is retired.
The heart beating of the great 
Georgian, military man of a high 
rank, Colonel-General Aleksi Inauri, 
stopped in June 28, 1993. He is bur-
ied in Saburtalo pantheon, Tbilisi.
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vladimer xubuluri daibada 
q. gorSi, daviT da ekaterine xu­
bulurebis ojaxSi, 
1908 wlis 31 dekem­
bers.
vladimeris ma­
ma, daviTi xelos­
ani (durgali) iyo. 
miuxedavad dauRalavi 
Sromisa, gaWi rvebiT 
inaxavda oj axs. sami 
Svili ezrdeboda 
(vladimeri, elene, 
mariami) da maTTvis 
swavla­ganaTlebis 
micema did finansur 
siZneleebTan iyo da­
kavSirebuli. rogorc 
ityvian, `welebze fexi daidga~ 
ojaxma da vladimers mieca sa­
Sualeba eswavla goris saSualo 
skolaSi.
rogorc yovel bavSvs, vla­
dimersac hqonda sanukvari oc­
neba. mas gagonili hqonda leg­
endaruli budionis sakavalerio 
diviziis sagmiro saqmeebis Ses­
axeb da Cafiqrebuli hqonda 
eswavla samxedro cxe nosanTa 
vladimer daviTis Ze 
xubuluri
general-maiori
VLADIMER
KHUBULURI
Major-General
Vladimer Khubuluri was born in 
December 31, 1908, in Gori, in the 
family of Davit and 
Ekaterine Khubuluri.
Vladimer’s father, 
Davit, was a carpen-
ter. In spite of restless 
labor, he supported 
the family with great 
difficulty. Three chil-
dren were grown in 
the family (Vladimer, 
Elene amd Mariam) 
and giving them edu-
cation was connected 
with great financial 
hardships. The family 
did their best and to 
give Vladimer the chance of studying 
in Gori secondary school.
Like other children Vladimer had 
a sacred dream. He had heard about 
the heroic affairs of cavalry division 
of legendary Budion. His goal was to 
study at the military cavalry school.
After finishing school (1926) he 
together with other fellows from Gori 
left for Krasnodar to study at Military 
Cavalry School of North Caucasus.
(1908-1982)
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skolaSi.
saSualo skolis damTav rebis 
Semdeg (1926 w.) igi, sxva gore­
lebTan erTad, saswavleblad 
midis CrdiloeT kavkasiis cxeno­
sanTa samxedro skolaSi (q. kras­
nodari).
aRniSnul saswavlebelSi man 
Tavi gamoiCina niWiT, bejiTi me­
cadineobiT da sanimuSo discip­
liniT, rac SeumCneveli ar dar­
Cenia skolis xelmZRvanelobas, 
romelmac ramdenjerme aRniSna 
misi warmateba sxvadasxva ofi­
cialur sabuTSi.
1930 wels vladimer xubu­
lurma warmatebiT daamTavra sas­
wavlebeli da mas mieniWa meTau­
ris wodeba. am momentidan iwyeba 
misi sabrZolo biografia.
1930­33 wlebSi igi ikavebs 
sxvadasxva Tanamdebobebs qarTul 
cxenosanTa polkSi.
1933­36 wlebSi vladimeri 
meTaurobs frunzes saxelobis 
meore qarTul msrolelTa di­
viziis calke cxenosanTa eskad­
rons. swored am wlebSi, igi da­
jildoebul iqna sapatio niSnis 
ordeniT, rogorc sabrZolo da 
politikuri momzadebis warCineb­
uli mebrZoli.
axalgazrda meTaurs ar ak­
mayofilebda uk ve miRweuli da 
ocnebobda uma Rlesi samxed ro 
In this mentioned school he 
showed himself with his gift, hard 
work and excellent discipline, that 
did not remain unnoticeable for the 
managers of the school and they 
marked and mentioned his success 
in various official document several 
times.
In 1930 Vladimer Khubuluri 
graduated from the school with 
honor and he was given the title of a 
Chief. From this moment his combat 
biography started.
In 1930-1933 he occupies vari-
ous positions in the cavalry regiment 
of Georgia.
In 1933-1936 Vladimer was 
the head of cavalry squadron of the 
second Georgian shooters’ division 
named after Frunze. In these years 
he was awarded with Order of Honor 
as a successful warrior of political 
and combat preparation.
The young chief was not satisfied 
with the reached goal and dreamed 
of getting higher military education. 
He realized his dreams and gradu-
ated Moscow Frunze Military Acad-
emy with honor. After this (1939) he 
was appointed as the deputy chief 
of southern intelligence group of the 
army.
In 1939-1940 Vladimer Khu-
buluri actively fought for liberating 
west Ukraine form the white Polish. 
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ganaTlebis miR ebaze. man aRis­
rula wadili da umaRlesi Se­
fasebebiT daamTavra moskovis 
frunzes saxelobis samxedro 
akademia, ris Semdegac (1939 
w.) dainiSna armiis samxreT 
jgufis dazvervis ufrosis 
moadgiled.
1939­40 wlebSi vladimer 
xubuluri aqtiurad ibrZoda 
Te TrpolonelTagan dasavleT 
ukrainis ganTavisuflebisaT­
vis. man gansakuTrebuli si­
mamace ga moiCina qalaqebis _ 
striisa da lvovis dasaxs­
nelad gamarTul brZolebSi. 
Semdeg ki, ukve polkis Sta­
bis ufrosis rangSi, awarmoe­
bda brZolebs TeTrfinelebis 
winaaRmdeg. davalebebis zustad 
SesrulebisaTvis da aseve gamo­
Cenili simamacisaTvis vladimer 
xubuluri dajildovda (1940 w.) 
wiTeli varskvlavis ordeniT.
meore msoflio omis daw­
yebam v. xubulurs mouswro q. 
leningradSi, sadac igi agrZeleb­
da samxedro samsaxurs polkis 
meTauris Tanamdebobaze.
maore msoflio omis sawyis 
etapzeve gamoCnda vladimer xu­
buluris, rogorc mxedarTm­
Tavris niWi da brZolis unari. 
misi SenaerTebi Tavzars scemdnen 
germanel faSistTa urdoebs da 
general­maior ivane 
babalaSvilTan erTad
With Major-General 
Ivane Babalashvili
He showed bravery in the battles 
for liberating the towns of Striia and 
Lvov. Then, in the position of a chief 
of the regiment staff he was leading 
battles against white Finlanders. For 
fulfilling the tasks exactly and also for 
the showed bravery Vladimer Khubu-
luri was awarded with Order of Gold 
medal (1940).
For the time of the beginning of 
World War II Vladimer Khubuluri was 
in Leningrad where he was continu-
ing his service on the position of the 
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umowyalod anadgurebdnen sadac 
ki waaswrebdnen.
mteri gansakuTrebuli mon­
domebiT utevda leningrads, 
ro mlis dacvac, qveynis xelmZR­
vanelobisTvis, iyo umTavresi amo­
cana. lomiviT ibrZoda vladimer 
xubuluri. araerTi Seteva moi­
geria da mravali kontrdartymac 
miayena mters. Znelia CamoTvalo 
yvela is warmatebuli operacia, 
romelic Catarda v. xubuluris 
xelmZRvanelobiT da misi uSualo 
monawileobiT. didia vladimer 
xubuluris Rvawli leningradis 
gadarCenis saqmeSi.
samwuxarod, erT­erTi gaaf­
Trebuli brZolis dros, mtris 
Wurvis namsxvrevma seriozu­
lad dauziana marjvena xeli da 
igi iZulebuli gaxda droebiT 
CamoSoreboda samxedro moq­
medebebs.
1942 wlis martSi vladi­
mer xubuluri iniSneba Tbili­
sis meTaurTa skolis ufrosad. 
cota xnis Semdeg ki, igi, Ta­
visi skolis SemadgenlobasTan 
erTad, igzavneba Savi zRvis 
sanapiros, adler­xostas ubnis 
dasacavad.
1942­43 wlebSi vladimer xu­
buluri iniSneba jer saTadarigo 
brigadis meTaurad, Semdeg ki qa­
rTuli diviziis meTaurad.
chief of the regiment.
At the very starting stage of the 
war Vladimer Khubuluri’s gift of lead-
ership and ability of fight was clearly 
seen. German fascists’ units were 
horrified by his units.
The enemy attacked Leningrad 
very severely and the defense of 
Leningrad was the main issue for 
the leaders of the country. Vladimer 
Khubuluri fought strongly and re-
pulsed many attacks and led many 
counterattacks to the enemy. It is dif-
ficult to enumerate all the success-
ful operations led by him. Vladimer 
Khubuluri’s share is great in surviving 
Leningrad. 
Unfortunately, during one fierce 
battle, a splinter of a bomb seriously 
wounded his right hand and he was 
forced to leave military activities 
temporarily.
In March of 1942 Vladimer Khu-
buluri was appointed on the position 
of the head of Tbilisi School of Com-
manders. A bit later together with 
the staff of the school he was sent to 
defend Adler-Khosta district, the sea-
side of the Black Sea.
In 1942-43 Vladimer Khubu-
luri was appointed on the position 
of chief of the reservist brigade and 
then on the position of the chief of 
Georgian division.
From 1946 Vladimer Khubuluri 
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1946 wlidan vladimer xu­
buluri iniSneba amierkavkasiis 
samxedro olqis oficerTa ga­
dasamzadebeli kursebis ufrosad, 
xolo 1951 wlidan igi Tbilisis 
qveiTTa samxedro skolis ufro­
sia.
vladimer xubuluri didi 
xnis ganmavlobaSi iyo Tbilisis 
samxedro garnizonis ufrosi.
qveynis xelmZRvanelobam sa­
Tanadod daafasa vladimer xubu­
luris samxedro Tu sazogadoe­
brivi Rvawli da samSoblosadmi 
erTguleba. igi dajildoebulia 
mravali sabrZolo ordeniT da 
medliT, maT Soris leninis 
(ori), wiTeli droSis (ori) 
da wiTeli varskvlavis (ori) 
ordeniT. 1953 wels mieniWa 
general­maioris wodeba. yo­
fili sabWoTa kavSiris Tavdac­
vis saministrosgan saxelobiTi 
saCuqrebis saxiT miRebuli aqvs 
oqros saaTi da iaraRi `mau­
zeri~. iyo Tbilisis saqalaqo 
sabWos deputati.
vladimer xubuluris vaJi, 
batoni zauri (teqnikur mec­
nierebaTa doqtori, politeqni­
kuri universitetis leqtori) 
igonebs: `...mama iyo mkacri, ma­
gram samarTliani. Zalian uyvar­
da Tevzaoba, nadiroba da axlo­
blebis wreSi sufraze molxena; 
was appointed on the position of the 
chief of the training courses of offi-
cers of trans-Caucasian Military Dis-
trict. From 1950 he was the head of 
Tbilisi Infantry Military School.
For a long time Vladimer Khu-
buluri was the Chief of Tbilisi Military 
Garrison.
The government of the country 
evaluated Vladimer Khubuluri’s mili-
tary and public merit and his devotion 
to the motherland. He was awarded 
with many combat orders and med-
als, among them are: Order of Lenin 
(two), order of Red Flag (two), Order 
of Red Star (two). In 1953 he was giv-
en the rank of Major-General. He has 
got a gold watch and a gun “Mauzri” 
from the Ministry of defense of For-
mer Soviet Union. He was the deputy 
of Tbilisi City Council.
Vladimer Khubuluri’s son, Zauri 
(Doctor of technical sciences, a lec-
turer of Polytechnic University) re-
calls: “..Father was strict but fair. He 
loved fishing, hunting and having a 
good time at dinner parties with his 
close people; he owed distinguished 
hospitality. Early in the morning he 
used to go out in fresh air for a walk 
for gaining good health.”
Mr. Zauri also recalls such a 
story. In 1978 a colonel, dressed up 
in the uniform of engineering, an or-
phan boy,had come from a far village 
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gamoirCeoda stumarTmoyvareobiT. 
diliT adrianad gadioda sufTa 
haerze saseirnod da organizmis 
gasakaJeblad~.
batoni zauri igonebs erT 
aseT ambavsac. 1978 wels maT­
Tan saxlSi misula sainJinro 
jarebis formaSi gamowyobi­
li polkovniki da moukiTxavs 
vladimer xubuluri. uTqvams _ 
qarTul enaze arc wera­kiTxva 
vicodi da arc laparaki. same­
grelos maRalmTiani Soreuli 
soflidan Camovedi oboli biWi 
saswavleblad. mamaTqveni mxarSi 
amomidga da SviliviT gamzarda. 
geaxeliT, rom gamovxato Cemi 
didi madlierebis grZnoba da 
pativiscemao.
general­maiori vladimer xu­
buluri gardaicvala 1982 wels. 
dakrZalulia saburTalos pan­
TeonSi.
Svilebi: zauri, liana; Svi­
liSvilebi: nino xubuluri, ma­
nana, vladimer da paata arjeva­
niZeebi.
goris didebis muzeumSi daculi
vladimer xubuluris medlebi
Vladimer Khubuluri’s medals are 
kept in Gori Museum of Glory
from high mountains of Samegrelo to 
study but he could neither write nor 
speak Georgian. Vladimer Khubuluri 
had supported him and treated him 
like his own son. Now he came to 
show his great respect and apprecia-
tion to Vladimer Khubuluri. 
Vladimer Khubuluri died in 1982. 
He is buried in Saburtalo Pantheon, 
Tbilisi.
His children: Zauri, Liana; grand-
children: Nino Khubuluri, Manana, 
Vladimer and Paata Arjevanidze.
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aleqsandre nadiraZe ganekuT­
vneba adamianTa im kategorias, 
romelsac bedma arguna Tavisi 
cxovrebisa da sa­
mecniero moRvaweo­
bis didi nawili 
gaetarebina TiTqmis 
absoluturad ga­
saidumloebul at­
mosferoSi. diax, es 
iyo yofili sabWoTa 
kavSiris gamalebuli 
SeiaraRebis pirdaRe­
buli doqtrinis 
wlebi, civi omis 
periodi, roca kapi­
talisturi da e.w. 
komunisturi samyaroebi dauswre­
blad daupirispirdnen erTmaneTs, 
roca TiToeuli mxare cdilobda 
samxedro SeiaraRebis xarisxiTa 
da raodenobiT mieRwia hegemon­
uri rolisTvis msoflio masSta­
biT.
me­20 saukunis bolo aT­
wleulamde, viwro wris garda, 
TiTqmis aravin icoda, Tu ra 
roli iTamaSa aleqsandre nadira­
aleqsandre daviTis Ze 
nadiraZe
inJiner-general-
polkovniki
ALEKSANDRE
NADIRADZE
Engineer-Colonel-
General
Aleksandre Nadiradze belongs 
to the category of people who had 
to spend great part of their life and 
scientific work in al-
most absolute secret 
atmosphere. These 
were the years of arms 
race doctrine of the 
former Soviet Union, 
the period of “Cold 
War” when capitalist 
and so called commu-
nist worlds confronted 
each other, when each 
side tried to gain  the 
hegemony role in the 
world by the quality 
and quantity of military arms.
Till the end of the last decade 
of the XX century nobody but a very 
close circle knew how great role 
Aleksandre Nadiradze had played in 
increasing and raising military poten-
tial of the former Soviet Union. Some 
fragments from his scientific activities 
became known only after his death 
and the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and that was fairly impressive.
(1914-1987)
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Zem yofili sabWoTa kavSiris samx­
edro potencialis gazrdisa da 
amaRlebis saqmeSi. mxolod misi 
sikvdilisa da sabWoTa kavSiris 
daSlis Semdeg gaxda cnobili a. 
nadiraZis mecnieruli moRvaweobis 
zogierTi fragmenti, rac saocrad 
STambeWdavi gaxlavT.
vfiqrobT, rom bevri ram 
jer kidev droTa ganmavlobaSi 
gamomzeurdeba, magram rac ukve 
cnobilia, isic sakmarisia, raTa 
aleqsandre nadiraZes vuwodoT Ta­
visi drois udidesi mecnier­inJin­
eri, unikaluri gamomgonebeli da 
aqtiuri sazogado moRvawe.
naTqvamis dasadastureblad 
misi wodebebisa da jildoebis 
CamoTvlac sakmarisi iqneba: erT­
erTi didi qveynis SeiaraRebuli 
Zalebis saraketo teqnikis mTavari 
konstruqtori, inJiner­general­
polkovniki (iSviaTi samxedro 
wodeba), orgzis socialisturi 
Sromis gmiri, ramdenime saxelm­
wifo premiis laureati, damsax­
urebuli gamomgonebeli, xuTi 
umaRlesi saxelmwifo ordenisa 
da mravali medlis kavaleri, yo­
fili sabWoTa kavSiris mecniere­
baTa akademiis akademikosi, Tbili­
sis sapatio moqalaqe da a.S.
aleqsandre nadiraZe daibada 
1914 wlis 7 (20) agvistos qalaq 
gorSi, dRevandeli kirion meoris 
We consider that many more 
things will be displayed in future but 
even the known facts are enough to 
call Aleksandre Nadiradze the great-
est scientific engineer, unique inven-
tor and active public figure of his 
time.
To prove the above mentioned 
statement enumerating his titles and 
awards will be enough: the chief con-
structor of missile technology of the 
armed forces of one of the greatest 
country, Engineer-Colonel-General 
(a very rare military rank), twice hero 
of Socialist labor, laureate of sev-
eral state awards, honored inventor, 
owner of five supreme state orders 
and cavalry of many medals, the aca-
demic of the Academy of science of 
the former Soviet Union, honorary 
citizen of Tbilisi and so on.
Aleksandre Nadiradze was born 
in August 7 (20), 1914 in Gori, in Kiri-
on II Street (former Narimanov str/
Shaumiani str), in the building of for-
mer boarding house. The Nadiradze 
family consisted of 6 members: the 
head of the family-Davit, his sister 
Nino with an underage daughter 
Mariam, Davit’s wife Natali and Davit 
and Natali’s two sons-Gogi (Iura) and 
Aleksandre-Sashka as he was called 
in his childhood.
The brothers had quite differ-
ent character. The elder Gogi (Iura) 
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(adre narimanovis, Saumianis) sax­
elobis quCaze, yofili pansio­
nis SenobaSi. nadiraZeebis ojaxi 
Sedgeboda eqvsi sulisgan: ojaxis 
ufrosi daviTi, misi da nino mci­
rewlovani qaliSvili mariamiT, 
daviTis meuRle natalia da davi­
Tisa da natalias ori vaJiSvili 
_ gogi (iura) da aleqsandre, 
romelsac bavSvobaSi saSkas eZa­
xdnen.
Zmebs bavSvobidanve gansxvave­
buli xasiaTi hqoniaT. ufrosi 
gogi (iura) ufro mxiaruli, 
moZravi da celqic yofila. saSka 
gamoirCeoda sidinjiT; yofila 
Cumi da Cafiqrebuli, Tavis pata­
ra sawer magidasTan mofusfuse, 
saqmeSi mSvidad da RrmadCaflu­
li meocnebe.
ufrosi Zma gogi (iura) iyo 
manqanaTmSeneblobis specialis­
ti. igi daiRupa meore msoflio 
omSi, qerCis saomari opera­
ciebis dros. gogis qaliSvili 
svetlana xangrZlivi drois 
ganmavlobaSi mecnier muSakad 
moRvaweobda TbilisSi, yofili 
marqsizm­leninizmis kvleviT in­
stitutSi.
saSka saswavleblad miuyva­
niaT qarTul skolaSi, mogvi­
anebiT ki gadauyvaniaT rusul 
skolaSi. momavali didi mecnier­
gamomgonebeli bavSvobidanve be­
was more cheerful and even a little 
naughty. Sashka was distinguished 
by his calm and quiet features. He 
was a dreamer always sitting busily 
at his writing desk deeply involved in 
his thoughts.
The elder brother Gogi (Iura) 
was a mechanical engineer. He died 
in World War II during battles at Ker-
chi. Gogi’s daughter Svetlana had 
worked in Tbilisi for a long time at 
the former Institute of Marxism-Le-
ninism research Institute as a scien-
tific worker.
Sashka was brought to a Geor-
gian School but later he was trans-
ferred to a Russian school. The future 
great scientific-inventor had been 
diligent and hard working since child-
hood. He obeyed parents and teach-
ers, always followed their advice but 
in his own manner and sometimes 
did it even better. He loved painting 
and drawing since childhood and was 
keen on making flying models form 
cardboard, sheet and thick sheets of 
paper. After making them he liked 
to observe their flying possibilities. 
These features brought him world-
wide fame in the future.
Gori people are proud of their 
fellow citizen and his successful sci-
entific affairs. It is difficult to touch 
upon his every scientific work of his-
torical value but very shortly we will 
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jiTi da swavlas mowyurebuli 
yofila. mSoblebisa da maswav­
leblebis damjeri, maTi rCeva­
miTiTebebis uyoymanod, magram Ta­
viseburad, kidev ufro ukeTesad 
Semsrulebeli. saSkas patarao­
bidanve izidavda xatva da xazva. 
gansakurebiT gatacebuli yofila 
muyaos, faneris da qaRaldis 
sqeli furclebiT safreni mod­
elebis, maketebis damzadebiT da 
maTi `frenis~ SesaZleblobebze 
dakvirvebiT. es Tvisebebi moma­
valSi mas moutans msoflio aRi­
arebas.
samarTlianad amayoben gore­
lebi TavianTi Tanamemamulisa da 
Tanamoqalaqis pirovnebiT da misi 
warmatebuli samecniero moRvawe­
obiT. Znelia yvela im istoriuli 
mniSvnelobis saqmianobaze isau­
bro, rac ki aleqsandre nadiraZis 
mecnieruli moRvaweobis sferos 
ganekuTvneba, magram mokled mainc 
SevexebiT mis naRvaws.
jer sul 18 wlis iyo aleqsan­
dre, rodesac pirveli gamogoneba 
Caiwera aqtivSi. gamogoneba ki 
exeboda safrenosno aparatebs. ga­
dioda wlebi da sakariero safex­
urebis zrdasTan erTad, izrde­
boda a. nadiraZis mier Seqmnili 
safrenosno aparatebisa Tu sara­
keto kompleqsebisa da sistemebis 
nairsaxeoba da raodenobac. mis 
aleqsandre nadiraZis mier
Seqmnili raketa
A rocket created by Aleksandre 
Nadiradze
deal with his deeds.
Aleksandre was only 18 years 
old when his first invention was writ-
ten down in his scientific career. The 
invention dealt with flight apparatus. 
Years were passing and the variety 
and number of missile complexes 
and flight apparatus created by him 
was increasing together with his ca-
reer steps. The missile systems cre-
ated by him horrified any potential 
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mier Seqmnili marTvadi saraketo 
sistemebi Tavzars scemda da mos­
venebas ar aZlevda yofili sabWo­
Ta kavSiris potenciur mowinaaRm­
degeebs. tyuilad ar moiTxovdnen 
daJinebiT amerikelebi sxvadasxva 
saerTaSoriso donis molaparake­
bebze _ `moaSoreT nadiraZis ra­
ketebio~.
aleqsandre nadiraZis xelmZ­
RvanelobiT Seqmnili pirveli 
marTuli operatiul­taqtikuri 
raketis moqmedebis siSore ar 
aRemateboda 500 km­s, maSin, 
roca momdevno wlebSi Seqm­
nilma sxvadasxva modifikaciis 
taqtikuri raketebis moqmedebis 
siSorem gadaaWarba aTi aTas ki­
lometrs. swored amgvari tipis 
saraketo­kompleqsebis wyalo­
biT inarCunebda yofili sabWoTa 
kavSiri yvelaze ufro mZlavri 
SeiaraRebis mqone qveynis sta­
tuss.
nostalgiis grZnobam ar icis 
erovneba, mrwamsi, rangi da sta­
tusi. arc aleqsandre nadiraZe 
gaxldaT gamonaklisi. rodesac 
igi 1984 wels moskovidan Camov­
ida saqarTveloSi da moinaxula 
is adgilebi da dawesebulebebi, 
sadac bavSvoba gaatara, sadac 
iswavla da imuSava _ Tvalebi 
sul erTTavad cremliT hqonda 
danamuli. am wels mas mianiWes 
rival of the former Soviet Union. At 
any international summits the Amer-
icans insisted: “Take away Nadiradze 
Rockets”.
The acting distance of the first 
controlled operative-tactical rocket 
made under Aleksandre Nadiradze 
did not exceed 500s kilometers, but 
distance activity of the tactic rock-
ets of various modification made in 
the following years exceeded 10 000 
kilometers. Just Due to such missile 
complexes the former Soviet Union-
managed to preserve the status of 
a country owning more powerful 
arms. 
The sense of nostalgia does not 
acknowledge nationality, beliefs, 
rank and title. Even not Aleksandre 
Nadiradze was an exception. In 1984 
when he arrived in Georgia from 
Moscow and visited the places and 
institutions of his childhood where 
he had studied and worked his eyes 
were filled with tears. That year he 
was given the title of a honorary citi-
zen of Tbilisi.
Aleksandre Nadiradze did not 
know that it was his last visit in his 
native country. He died in Septem-
ber of 1987. He is buried in Moscow, 
in Novodevich cemetery where a 
monument stands on his grave.
Aleksandre Nadiradze had three 
daughters from two wives. The three 
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Tbilisis sapatio moqalaq­
is wodeba.
ra icoda maSin aleqsan­
dre nadiraZem, rom es iyo 
misi ukanaskneli Camosvla 
mSobliur saqarTveloSi. 
igi gardaicvala 1987 wlis 
seqtemberSi. dakrZalulia 
moskovis novodeviCis sasa­
flaoze, sadac dadgmulia 
misi Zegli.
aleqsandre nadiraZes 
hyavda sami qaliSvili or 
meuRlesTan. samive daojaxe­
bulia da hyavT Svilebi, 
maT Soris ori vaJi. cxov­
roben ruseTSi. samwuxar­
od, gogis (iuras) da aleqsan­
dres (saSkas) ar hyoliaT gvaris 
gamgrZeleblebi.
aRsaniSnavia, rom dawesebu­
lia saraketo birTvuli faris 
erT­erTi fuZemdeblis a. na­
diraZis saxelobis medali da 
saxelmwifo premiac, romelic 
mecnieris dabadebis dRes eniWe­
baT saraketo teqnikis ganviTa­
rebaSi Setanili gansakuTrebuli 
RvawlisaTvis.
q. goris Crdilo­dasavleT 
nawilSi erT­erTi quCa atarebs 
aleqsandre nadiraZis saxels.
aleqsandre nadiraZe Tbilisobaze (1984)
Aleksandre Nadiradze at Tbilisoba feast (1984)
daughters are married and have chil-
dren. Their two sons live in Russia. 
Unfortunately neither Gogi (Iura) nor 
Aleksandre (Sashka) had sons to con-
tinue their surname.
It is necessary to mention that a 
medal and a state award carrying the 
name of Alelsandre Nadiradze, one of 
the founders of nuclear missiles,are 
established. These awards are deliv-
ered on the birthday of the scientist 
for taking distinguished share in de-
velopment of rocket techniques. 
In the north-west of Gori a 
street is named after Aleksandre Na-
diradze.
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me­XX saukunis bolo aT­
wleulSi, saqarTveloSi axali 
sazogadoebrivi formaciis Camo­
yalibebis proc ess, 
Tan axlda samxedro­
politikuri Tu so­
ci a lur­ekonomi kuri 
vi Tare bis mkveTri 
cv li le bebi. yofi­
li sabWoTa kavSi­
ris daSlis Semdeg, 
saqarTve loSi gaaq ti­
urdnen separatistu­
li Zalebi, romelTa 
ZiriTadi moTxovna 
iyo afxazeTisa da sa­
maCablos regionebis 
gamoyofa saqarTvelosgan.
aRniSnul regionebSi stiq­
iurma saomarma qmedebebma da 
Sigapolitikurma dapirispire­
bebma (ramac qveyana miiyvana samo­
qalaqo omamde) ganadgurebis 
piras miiyvana ekonomika. qveyana 
Cavardnili iyo Rrma krizisSi. 
cxovrebis wesad iqca: puris 
rigebi, uSuqoba, sicive da a.S. 
`amRvreuli wyliT~ isargebla 
kriminalurma samyarom da siste­
matiuri xasiaTi miiRo qurdobam, 
Zarcvam, adamianebisa da manqanebis 
gatacebam, Zaladobam da ganukiTx­
aobam. swored aseT rTul da 
nodar oTaris Ze 
dalaqiSvili
general-maiori
NODAR
DALAKISHVILI
Major-General
In the last decade of the XX 
century Georgia faced the process 
of forming a new social formation 
which was followed 
by sharp changes 
of military-political 
and social-economic 
conditions. After 
dissolution of the 
former Soviet Union 
separatist forces be-
came very active in 
Georgia. Their main 
demand was alloca-
tion of Abkhazia and 
Samachablo regions 
from Georgia.
Severe military activities in the 
mentioned regions and internal po-
litical confrontations (which brought 
the country to civil war) destroyed the 
economy and industry of the country. 
The country was in deep crisis. Queu-
ing at bakery’s, no electricity and cold 
inside the houses had become the 
usual moments of life. Criminal world 
used such disorder and theft, rob-
bery, kidnapping of people and cars, 
violence became systematic. Just in 
such difficult and tense period Ma-
jor-General Nodar Dalakishvili had to 
be on various positions in Shida Kartli 
main department of Internal Affairs 
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daZabul, mZime periodSi mouwia 
moRvaweoba general­maior nodar 
dalaqiSvils, romelic msaxu­
robda Sida qarTlis samxareo 
Sinagan saqmeTa mTavar sammarT­
veloSi sxvadasxva Tanamdebobaze, 
bolos ki, amave sammarTvelos 
ufrosad.
qveyanaSi arsebuli situaci­
idan gamomdinare, nodar dalaq­
iSvils gaaTkecebuli energiiT 
uwevda brZola kriminaluri sa­
myaros winaaRmdeg, Tumca arc 
separatistul regionebSi mim­
dinare lokalur brZolebSi aq­
tiuri monawileoba iyo misTvis 
`ucxo xili~.
nodar dalaqiSvili daibada 
1950 wlis 18 marts q. gorSi, 
tradiciul qarTul ojaxSi.
nodaris mama, oTar dalaqiS­
vili iyo qarTuli inteligenciis 
erT­erTi brwyinvale warmomad­
geneli, mudam momRimare, Tavmd­
abali da yvelasTvis keTilis­
msurveli. igi eweoda aqtiur 
pedagogiur moRvaweobas. sicocx­
lis bolo wlebSi ki xelmZR­
vanelobda samrewvelo­sameurneo 
organizaciebs. gardaicvala 1994 
wels.
nodaris deda, qalbatoni 
Tamari iyo gorelebisaTvis sayva­
reli ojaxis diasaxlisi. garda­
icvala 2008 wels.
momavalma generalma, nodar 
dalaqiSvilma 1966 wels daam­
and his last position was the Chief of 
the same department.
Due to the existing situation in 
the country Nodar Dalakishvili had to 
make great effort to struggle against 
the criminal world. He also partici-
pated in local battles going on in the 
separatist regions.
Nodar Dalakishvili was born in 
March 18, 1950 in Gori, in a tradition-
al Georgian family.
Nodar’s father, Otar Dalakish-
vili was a brilliant representative of 
Georgian intellectuals. Otar, always 
smiling, modest and kind to every-
body, was leading active pedagogical 
activity. In the last years of his life he 
was the head of industrial-economi-
cal organizations. He died in 1994.
Nodar’s mother, Tamar, was the 
housewife of the family loved by all 
Gori people. She died in 2008.
The future general, Nodar Dalak-
ishvili finished Gori Secondary school# 
1 in 1966 and continued his studies at 
Gori Nikoloz Baratashvili Pedagogi-
cal Institute, on the faculty of Physics 
which he graduated in 1972. In the 
same year Nodar’s interesting, busy 
and difficult labor life began. At the 
starting stage of his career he was a 
worker at Gori Cotton Cloth factory. 
Several years late he became an engi-
neer of one of the biggest industrial lo-
cal unit. It should be noticed that just 
here, he was formed as a perspective 
party-industrial worker. He was the 
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Tavra q. goris pirveli saSualo 
skola da swavla ganagrZo goris 
nikoloz baraTaSvilis saxelobis 
pedagogiuri institutis fizikis 
fakultetze, romelic daamTavra 
1972 wels. amave wels daiwyo 
nodar dalaqiSvilis saintereso, 
mravalferovani da sirTuleebiT 
gadatvirTuli, SromiTi saqmi­
anoba. Tavisi SromiTi karieris 
sawyis etapze igi iyo q. goris 
bambeulis qsovilebis kombina­
tis muSa, ramdenime wlis Semdeg 
ki, adgilobrivi mrewvelobis 
erT­erTi msxvili gaerTianebis 
inJineri. unda aRiniSnos, rom 
swored aq Camoyalibda igi per­
speqtiul partiul­sameurneo 
mu Sakad, xe lmZRvanelobda gaer­
Tianebis pa r tiul komitets. 
rogorc pe rspeqtiuli kadri, 
igi gadaiyva nes (1979) partiis 
saqalaqo komitetSi instruqto­
rad jer propagandisa da agita­
ciis, Semdeg ki saorganizacio 
ganyofilebebSi. nodar dalaqiS­
vili warmatebiT kurirebda ad­
ministraciuli organoebis saqmi­
anobas.
1982 wels nodar dalaqiS­
vilma q. kievSi daamTavra ofi­
cerTa momzadebis umaRlesi ku­
rsebi, ris Semdegac igi samuSaod 
gaagzavnes saqarTvelos Sinagan 
saqmeTa organoebSi. muSaobda q. 
goris saqalaqo ganyofilebaSi 
politnawilis ufrosad. muSao­
16 wlis asakSi
at the age of 16
leader of party committee and as a 
promising person he was transferred 
in the party city committee on the 
position of an instructor (1979) in the 
department of agitation and propa-
gation and then in the organizational 
departments. Nodar Dalakishvili was 
successfully managing the affairs of 
administrational organs.
In 1982 Nodar Dalakishvili grad-
uated from officers training higher 
courses in Kiev and after that he was 
sent to Georgia to work in organs of 
Internal Affairs of Georgia. He worked 
on the position of a chief of political 
office at Gori City department. Simul-
taneously he graduated from Tbilisi 
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samxedro samsaxurSi
at the military service
bis paralelurad, nodar dalaq­
iSvilma daamTavra moskovis mili­
ciis umaRlesi skolis Tbilisis 
fakultetic. 1985 wels mas mien­
iWa miliciis kapitnis wodeba.
nodar dalaqiSvilis samsax­
urebrivi karieris safexurebi 
ase gamoiyureba:
_ q. goris S/s saqalaqo gan­
yofilebis ufrosis moadgile 
politnawilis dargSi;
_ amave ganyofilebis ufro­
sis pirveli moadgile;
_ S/s saqalaqo­raionuli 
gaerTianebuli ganyofilebis ufr­
osis moadgile, Semdeg ki pirve­
li moadgile;
_ 1992 wlidan goris S/s 
sammarTvelos ufrosis moadg­
ile, pirveli moadgile da amave 
sammarTvelos ufrosi;
_ 1996 wels dainiSna Sida 
qarTlis samxareo S/s mTavari 
sammarTvelos ufrosad;
_ S/s saministros saeqsper­
to­kriminalistikuri mTavari 
sammarTvelos ufrosis moadg­
ile;
bunebrivia, rom Tanamdebo­
briv zesvlas Tan sdevda wode­
brivi regaliebic:
1989 w. _ miliciis maio­
ri; 1993 w. _ miliciis vice­
polkovniki; 1996 w. _ miliciis 
polkovniki; 2001 w. _ general­
maiori.
general­maior nodar dala­
faculty of Moscow Higher School of 
Police. In 1985 he was granted the 
rank of Police Captain.
The stages of Nodar Dalakishvili’s 
career are as follows:
- The deputy chief of City Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs in the field of 
politics
- The first deputy Chief in the 
same department;
- The deputy chief of united city-
regional department of Internal Af-
fairs and later the first deputy chief of 
the same department;
- From 1992 the deputy chief 
of Board of Internal Affairs, the first 
deputy chief and the Chief of the 
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qiSvils monawileoba aqvs miRe­
buli afxazeTsa da samaCabloSi 
mimdinare rogorc saomar op­
eraciebSi, ise konfliqtebis 
politikuri daregulirebis sa­
kiTxebSi. igi iyo e.w. `oTxmxrivi 
komisiis~ muSaobis erT­erTi aq­
tiuri monawile da ar iSurebda 
Zal-Rones – problemis mSvido­
biani gzebiT da saSualebebiT ga­
dasawyvetad.
saqarTvelos xelisuflebam 
jerovnad daafasa nodar dalaqiS­
vilis mravalwliani moRvaweoba. 
miRebuli aqvs: ocamde madloba, 
sakavSiro da saqarTvelos S/s 
organoebis warCinebuli muSa­
kis sapatio niSnebi da wodebebi, 
`warCinebuli samsaxurisaTvis~ 
sami medali, vaxtang gorgasalis 
mesame xarisxis ordeni, medali 
`mxedruli mamacobisaTvis~ da 
sxva.
amJamad policiis general­
maiori nodar dalaqiSvili imy­
ofeba damsaxurebul pensiaze, 
magram rogor daisvenebs eqvsi 
SviliSvilis papa. igi, misT­
vis Cveuli mzrunvelobiT da­
farfatebs ojaxur meurneobas 
da yuradRebas ar aklebs mona­
gars. jer kidev axalgazrduli 
energiiT aRsavse, igi dResac 
mzadaa emsaxuros Tavis qveya­
nasa da qalaqs. xSirad uTqvams 
_ jer kidev bevri kargi saqmis 
gakeTeba SemiZliao. am sityvebis 
same board.
- In 1996 he was appointed on 
the position of the chief of Shida Kar-
tli Regional Main Board of Internal 
Affairs.
- The deputy chief of expert-
criminalistics main board of Ministry 
of Internal Affairs.
It is natural that positional 
growth was followed by correspond-
ing titles:
1989-Major of Police; 1993-
Vice-Colonel; 1996-Colonel of Police; 
2001-Major-General
Major-General Nodar Dalakish-
vili participated in military operations 
in Abkhazia and Samachablo and also 
took part in regulating political issues 
of conflicts. He was one of the active 
participants of so called “four sided 
commission” and did his best for 
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WeSmaritebaSi advilad darw­
mundeba adamiani, roca mas naxavs 
dilaadrian (nebismier amindSi) 
msubuq varjiSze gamosuls qa­
laqis baRSi da skverebSi.
Tadarigis policiis gener­
al­maior nodar dalaqiSvils hy­
avs meuRle (liana dalaqiSvili), 
ori Svili (iosebi, leila) da 
eqvsi SviliSvili (giorgi, da­
viTi, nikolozi, nodari, revazi, 
ana).
qalbatoni liana amJamad pen­
sioneria, aris bavSvTa tanvarji­
Sis mwvrTneli. Svili iosebi 
samxedro mosamsaxurea. leila 
dalaqiSvili dawyebiTi klasebis 
pedagogia.
SviliSvilebTan erTad
With his grandchildren
solving the problems in peaceful 
ways and means.
The government of Georgia 
evaluated Nodar Dalakishvili’s 
long and distinguished service. 
He has got about twenty ap-
preciations, titles and medals 
of Honor of a successful worker 
of the organs of Internal Affairs 
of Georgia and Union republics, 
three medals for “Excellent Ser-
vice”, order of Vakhtang Gorgas-
ali Third Rank, medal for “Mili-
tary Courage” and others.
Nowadays the Major-Gen-
eral of Police is retired but how 
a grandfather of six grandchildren 
can rest. He looks after the family 
with great care and pays attention to 
his descendants. He is filled with en-
ergy and is still ready to serve his na-
tive town and country. He has often 
said that he still can do a lot of good 
deeds. The truth of these words is 
easily proved when any person sees 
him early in the morning (in any kind 
of weather) in the garden of the town 
for morning exercises.
Major-General Nodar Dalakish-
vili has a wife (Liana Dalakishvili) and 
two children (Ioseb and Leila) and six 
grandchildren (Giorgi, Davit, Nikoloz, 
Nodar, Revaz and Anna).
Mrs. Lia is now retired. She was a 
trainer of Children’s gymnastics. His son 
Ioseb is a military man. Leila Dalakishvili 
is a teacher at elementary school.
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devi WankotaZe daibada 1961 
wlis 1 seqtembers mecnier­mu­
Sakebis ojaxSi.
mama _ vaxtang 
WankotaZe aTeuli 
wlebis ganmavloba­
Si muSaobda goris 
samecniero­kvleviT 
institutSi da ram­
denime samrewvelo 
organizaciis di­
reqtorad; amJamad 
pensioneri.
deda _ irina 
varZigulova imave 
institutis ufro­
si mecnier­muSaki, 
inJiner­teqnologi, 
amJamad pensioneri.
devi WankotaZem 1978 wels 
daamTavra goris me­12 saSualo 
skola da swavla gaagrZela 
Tbilisis saartilerio saswav­
lebelSi.
aRsaniSnavia, rom bavSvobi­
danve izidavda teqnikuri sakiTxe­
bi da sagnebi, rac mkafiod ga­
moCnda mis saskolo SefasebebSi. 
umaRles niSnebs iRebda iseT sa­
gnebSi, rogoricaa fizika, alge­
bra, geometria, trigonometria, 
devi vaxtangis Ze 
WankotaZe
general-leitenanti
DEVI
CHANKOTADZE
Lieutenant- General
Devi Chankotadze was born in 
September 1, 1961 in the family of 
scientific workers.
Father - Vakhtang 
Chankotadze had 
worked for decades 
at Gori scientific-re-
search Institute and 
on the position of a 
director in several in-
dustrial organizations. 
Now he is retired.
Mother - Irina 
Vardzigulova had been 
the senior scientific 
worker at the above 
mentioned institute, 
an engineer-technolo-
gist. At resent she is retired.
Devi Chankotdze finished Gori 
Secondary school #12 in 1978 and 
continued his studies at Tbilisi Artil-
lery School. 
He was interested in technical 
subjects and issues from his child-
hood which was clearly reflected 
in his school grades. He always got 
highest grades in Algebra, Physics, 
Geometry, Trigonometry, Drawing 
etc.
 As Devi’s future life showed he 
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xazva da a.S.
rogorc devis Semdgomma 
cxovrebam aCvena, masze STambeW­
davi zegavlena mouxdenia mamis 
mier miwodebul cnobebs aleqsan­
dre bagrationis (artileriis 
pirveli qarTveli generlis, ru­
seTSi artileriis fuZemdeblis) 
da Tanamemamulisa da Tanamo­
qalaqis, aleqsandre nadiraZis 
(yofili sabWoTa kavSiris sara­
keto­saartilerio kompleqsebis 
erT­erT Semqmnelis) Sesaxeb.
 artileristobisken ltol­
va, vfiqrobT, imanac ganapiroba, 
rom axlonaTesaur wreSi mas hy­
avda am samxedro xelovnebis spe­
cialistebi (ori papa, ori biZa 
da mama), romelTaTvisac mibaZva 
bavSvobidanve hqonda ocnebad.
da ai, ocneba aRsrulda. 1982 
wels devim warmatebiT daamTavra 
saartilerio saswavlebeli da 
tanT moirgo leitenantis for­
ma. amave wels, iqorwina larisa 
sergos asul maRlakeliZeze da 
axalgazrda ojaxi gaemgzavra 
Soreul aRmosavleTSi, sadac 
devi ganwesebuli iyo erT­erTi 
samxedro nawilis saartilerio 
oceulis meTaurad.
rva weli imsaxura devim sam­
Soblodan TiTqmis cxraaTasi ki­
lometriT daSorebul samxedro 
nawilSi. dawinaurda saartile­
rio batareiis meTauris moad­
was greatly influenced by the infor-
mation told by his father about Alek-
sandre Bagrationi (the first General 
of Artillery, the founder of Artillery 
in Russia) and Aleksandre Nadiradze 
(one of the founder of missiles-artil-
lery complexes in the former Soviet 
Union).
Aspiration to artillery was con-
ditioned by the facts that in his fam-
ily-relations he had the experts of 
military art (two grandfathers, two 
uncles and father). He had dreamt to 
be like them since his childhood. 
And, alas, the dream has come 
true. In 1982 Devi graduated from 
the artillery school with honor and 
dressed up in the uniform of a Lieu-
tenant. The same year he got mar-
ried to Larisa Maghlakelidze and the 
newly made family moved to Far 
East where Devi was sent to serve on 
the position of an artillery platoon of 
a military unit.
Devi spent eight years in the mil-
itary unit in the distance of nine hun-
dred kilometers from his country. 
He was promoted on the position of 
deputy head of the artillery battery 
and often had to fulfill the task of the 
Head. 
When the process of dissolu-
tion of the Soviet Union started, Devi 
Chankotadze, already experienced 
officer of Artillery, returned in Geor-
gia.
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gilis Tanamdebobaze da 
xSirad asrulebda meTau­
ris movaleobasac.
amasobaSi, daiwyo sab­
WoTa kavSiris rRvevis 
procesi da devi Wanko­
taZe, ukve artileriis 
sakmaod gamocdili ofi­
ceri, dabrunda saqarT­
veloSi.
gadaWarbebis gareSe 
SeiZleba iTqvas, rom im 
droisaTvis (XX s. 90­
iani wlebis dasawyisi), 
saqarTvelos, jer kidev 
Camoyalibebis procesSi 
myofi SeiaraRebuli ZalebisTvis 
devi WankotaZe iyo mniSvnelovani 
monapovari, rac Semdgomma wlebma 
mkafiod da calsaxad aCvena.
es is dro iyo, rodesac ru­
seTis agresiuli wreebis waqeze­
biT gaTavxedebuli separatistebi 
(afxazeTSi da e.w. samxreT os­
eTSi) moiTxovdnen damoukide­
blobas da saqarTvelodan gamo­
yofas. teritoriebis dakargvis 
mosalodnelma safrTxem aiZula 
xelisufleba da xalxi, eZeb­
naT swori politikuri gadaw­
yvetilebebi. saWiro iyo Ses­
abamisi orientirebis gansazRvra 
da sruli mobilizeba. ruseTma 
aamoqmeda aTeuli wlebis win Ca­
debuli naRmebi.
axalgazrda oficers, ukve 
meuRlesTan da dedasTan erTad
With his wife and mother
For that period (the begin-
ning of the 90s of the XX century), 
when the armed forces of Georgia 
were in the process of forming, Devi 
Chankotadze’s experience was im-
portant for this process which was 
proved by the following years.
That was the time when the 
separatist (in Abkhazia and so 
called south Ossetia) encouraged 
by the aggressive units of Russia 
demanded independence and allo-
cation from Georgia. The awaiting 
threat of losing territories made 
government and people look for 
right political solutions. It was nec-
essary to define correct orientation 
and complete mobilization. Russia 
brought to work “the bombs” put in 
decades before.
The young officer, already senior 
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ufros kapitans, devi WankotaZes, 
mouxda adekvaturi gadawyvetile­
bebis miReba da isic, mTeli Tavisi 
energiiTa da codniT Seudga samx­
edro mzadebas. SeZlebisdagvarad 
Tavi mouyara qveyenaSi gafantul, 
xSir SemTxvevaSi, mwyobridan ga­
mosul saartilerio teqnikas, 
SeakeT­Seakowiwa, Seqmna calkeu­
li sabrZolo qvedanayofebi, dai­
wyo wvrTna da a.S.
mtkivneulad igrZnoboda ar­
tileriis specialistebis, teqni­
kisa da tyvia­wamlis deficiti.
or weliwadze meti xnis gan­
mavlobaSi ibrZoda devi WankotaZe 
Tavis TanamebrZolebTan erTad 
saqarTvelos sxvadasxva kuTxe­
Si. samwuxarod, moxda is, rac 
unda momxdariyo _ kvalifici­
uri kadrebis uyolobam, teqni­
kis simcirem da, rac metad mniS­
vnelovania, araorganizebulobam, 
udisciplinobam da zogjer Ra­
latmac ki, ganapiroba is, rom 
saqarTvelos saswrafod Sekowi­
webulma SeiaraRebulma Zalebma 
ver gauZles ruseTis kbilebamde 
SeiaraRebul armias da separat­
istebma droebiT miaRwies Tavis 
sawadels.
gadioda wlebi. TandaTan 
ikrebda Zalebs qarTuli armia. 
gaumjobesda teqnikuri arsena­
li, Seiqmna oficerTa momzadebis 
sistema, ixveweboda brZolis 
SvilTan erTad
With his daughter
captain, Devi Chankotadze, had to 
make adequate solutions and he mo-
bilized all his gained knowledge and 
energy and started military prepara-
tions. He managed to bring together 
the artillery techniques scattered in 
the country, repaired and made sep-
arate combat subdivisions, started to 
train them etc.
The lack of artillery specialists, 
techniques and projectiles was pain-
fully felt.
More than two years Devi 
Chankotadze fought together with 
his companion-in-arms in various 
parts of Georgia. Unfortunately hap-
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strategia da taqtika, Sendebo­
da axali bazebi da poligonebi. 
samxedro qvedanayofebi Caebnen 
saerTaSoriso samSvidobo opera­
ciebSi da a.S.
yvela am procesis epicentrSi 
iyo devi WankotaZe; sxvadasxva 
dros igi iyo: motomsroleli 
batalionis  aseulis meTauri, 
goris motomsroleli batalio­
nis Stabis ufrosi, saartilerio 
polkis meTauri, gvardiis Stabis 
ufrosi, pirveli saartilerio 
brigadis meTauri, umaRlesi mTa­
varsardlis rezervis saartile­
rio brigadis meTauri, artileri­
is sardali, gaerTianebuli Stabis 
ufrosis pirveli moadgile, saqa­
rTvelos SeiaraRebuli Zalebis 
warmomadgeneli e.w. dsT­s (da­
moukidebel saxelmwifoTa Taname­
gobroba) koordinaciis StabSi, 
samxedri ataSe ruseTSi, goris 
saartilerio brigadis meTauri, 
gaerTianebuli Stabis ufrosi.
devi WankotaZem gaiara Ci­
neTis erovnuli Tavdacvis samx­
edro akademiis kursebi da kidev 
ufro ganimtkica da aimaRla 
saartilerio­saraketo kom­
pleqsebis marTvis, rogorc Teo­
riuli, ise praqtikuli codna, 
rac mas gamoadga ruseTis mier 
saqarTvelos winaaRmdeg ukve 
Riad ganxorcielebuli agresiis 
(2008) pirobebSi. devi Wanko­
pened what was supposed to hap-
pen-the lack of qualified specialists, 
techniques, and what is more impor-
tant-disorganization and non-disci-
pline and sometimes betrayal caused 
the fact that the quickly organized 
armed forces of Georgia were un-
able to stand the fully armed forces 
of Russia and the separatist reached 
their goal.
Years were passing by and the 
Georgian army was getting stronger 
and stronger. The technical arsenal 
was improved, training system of 
officers was created, the struggle 
strategy and tactics was improved, 
new bases and polygons were built. 
Military units and subdivisions were 
involved in International peace op-
erations etc.
Devi Chankotadze was in the 
epicenter of all these processes; in 
different times he was: the com-
mander of motor-shooting battalion 
company, the commander of  Gori 
motor-shooting battalion head-
quarters, chief of artillery regiment, 
the chief of plural Guards, the com-
mander of the first artillery brigade, 
the chief of reserve artillery brigade 
of Commander-in-Chief, command-
er of artillery, the first deputy chief 
of Joint staff, the representative of 
armed forces of Georgia in coordi-
native staff of so called CIS (“Com-
monwealth of Independent States”), 
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taZis saartilerio SenaerTebma 
masStaburi dartyma miayena ru­
seTis e.w. elitarul armias. 
rusi okupantebi ori dReRamis 
ganmavlobaSi Cavardnilebi iyvnen 
srul panikaSi _ ver warmoedgi­
naT aseTi winaaRmdegoba, ris Ses­
axebac Semdeg araerTxel ityvian 
da daweren, Tumca `Zalam mainc 
moxna aRmarTi~.
2008 wlis ruseT­saqarTve­
los omis damTavrebis Semdeg, 
msoflios samxedro eqsperteb­
ma maRali Sefaseba misces devi 
WankotaZis saartilerio Senaer­
Tebis moqmedebis taqtikas da mas 
samxedro operaciebis istoriaSi 
Sesatani siaxle uwodes. Tumca, 
mxolod artileriiT omis mogeba 
SeuZlebeli aRmoCnda.
ai, ras werdnen samxedro 
eqspertebi da specialistebi: 
`qarTuli saartilerio ba­
tareebi Setevis Semdeg swra fad 
icvlidnen adgils da ikavebdnen 
axal poziciebs. amgvar taqti­
kasTan brZola Zalze uWirdaT 
mowinaRmdegeebs~ (i. jadari, 
2008. agvisto).
`gabedulebiT da Sesru lebis 
xarisxiT qarTveli komandose­
bis amgvar operaciebs analogi 
Znelad Tu moeZebneba samxedro 
istoriaSi, is udaod samxedro 
saxelmZRvaneloebSi Seva~ (a. Smu­
leviCi, 2008 w. agvisto).
a military attaché in Russia, head of 
Gori artillery brigade, chief of Joint 
staff of Georgian Armed forces. 
Devi Chankotade graduated 
from the courses of National De-
fense Academy of China and en-
larged the theoretical and practical 
knowledge of managing artillery-mis-
siles complexes. He used the gained 
knowledge during open aggression 
of Russia towards Georgia (2008). 
The artillery units ruled commanded 
by Devi Chankotadze gave massive 
blows to so called elite army of Rus-
sia. The Russian occupants were in 
panic for two days-they could not 
have imagined such confrontation 
and later they mentioned this sev-
eral times.
After finishing Russia-Georgia 
war (2008) world military experts 
highly evaluated the acting tac-
tics of Devi Chankotadze artillery 
units and called it the novelty to be 
brought in the history of military 
operations, thought winning war 
only by means artillery appeared to 
be impossible.
The military experts and special-
ists wrote about it: “Georgian artillery 
units quickly changed their positions 
after an attack and occupied new 
positions. Struggling against such 
tactics was difficult for the rivals.”(I. 
Jadari, August, 2009)
“It is difficult to find an analogue 
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aRsaniSnavia, rom devi Wanko­
taZis mier marTul samxedro 
SenaerTebs, bolo oci wlis gan­
mavlobaSi ar waugiaT arcerTi 
lokaluri brZola da warmatebas 
aRwevdnen minimaluri danakarge­
biT. 2008 wlis agvistos omSic 
devi WankotaZis SenaerTebs ar 
daukargavT arc erTi jariskaci. 
es metyvelebs devi WankotaZis, 
rogorc oficris, umaRles ga­
naTlebulobaze da samxedro 
strategiisa da taqtikis brwyin­
valed codnaze.
devi WankotaZes 1999 wels 
mieniWa general­maioris wodeba. 
sxvadasxva wlebSi igi dajildoe­
bulia: `SeiaraRebuli Zalebis 
saiubileo~ medliT, medliT `um­
wikvlo samsaxurisTvis~, medliT 
`samSoblos erTgulebisa da Tavda­
aSS­s gaerTianebuli Stabebis Tavmjdo­
maresTan maikl malenisTan erTad
Zmebi ­ rezo da devi
With Michael Malen - chief of 
Joint Staff of the USA
Brothers Rezo and Devi
in the history to the courage 
and quality of fulfilling such 
operations made by Geor-
gian commandos. This will 
be included in military man-
uals by all means” (A.Shmu-
levich, August, 2009).
It should be mentioned 
that military units com-
manded by Devi Chanko-
tadze, had not lost any local 
battle and reached the suc-
cess with minimal loss. In the war 
August 2008 his units did not lose 
any soldier. This makes evident Devi 
Chankotadze’s, high level of edu-
cation as an officer and his brilliant 
knowledge of tactics.
In 1999 Devi Chankotadze was 
granted the rank of Major-Generl, 
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debisaTvis~, `vaxtang 
gorgasalis~ orde­
niT, Co loyaSvilis, 
maz niaSvil is, kveneta­
Zisa da brwyinvalebis 
saprezidento orde­
nebiTa da medlebiT.
2012 wels mi ­
eniWa general­le ­
itenantis wo de ba. 
amave wels igi ga­
daayenes gaerTia nebu­
li Sta bis ufrosis Tanamdebo­
bidan sazogado ebisTvis ucnob 
mi zezTa gamo.
2013 wlis ap rilSi gene­
ral­le itenanti devi WankotaZe 
dajildovda aSS­is erT­erTi 
umaRlesi jildoTi _ `Rirse­
bis legionis medliT~. qarTu­
li gene ralitetis istoriaSi 
es aris pirveli SemTxveva, roca 
aseTi maRali xarisxis medali 
gadaeca qarTvel generals.
devi WankotaZes jildo 
gadasca natosa da evropaSi 
aSS­is SeiaraRebuli Zalebis 
mTavarsardalma, admiralma j. 
stavridisma.
devi WankotaZes hyavs meuR­
le _ larisa maRlakeliZe, Svi­
li ana (mosamsaxure) da SviliS­
vili Temuri (moswavle).
in various years he was 
awarded by: a medal for 
”Armed Forces Anniver-
sary”, medal for “Impec-
cable Service”, medal for 
“Devotion to Mother-
land”, order “Vakhtang 
Gorgasali”, medals and 
orders of Cholokashvili, 
Mazniashvili, Kvene-
tadze and Presidential 
Order of Excellence.
In 2012 he was granted the rank 
of Lieutenant-General. The same 
year he was resigned from the posi-
tion of chief of Joint Staff by unfamil-
iar reasons for the public.
In April of 2013 Lieutenant-Gen-
eral Devi Chankotadze was awarded 
by one of the highest award of the 
USA- “Legion of Merit Medal”. It was 
the first case in the history of Georgian 
generals that a medal of such high 
rank was given to a Georgian general.
This award was delivered by J. 
Stavridis-Admiral, NATO and U.S. 
European Command Supreme Allied 
Commander.
Devi Chankotadze has a 
wife-Larisa Maghlakeidze, a daugh-
ter Anna (public employee), a grand-
son-Temuri (a pupil) and a younger 
brother-Rezo (Major).
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kacobriobis arsebobis nebi­
smier epoqaSi, nebismieri sazoga­
doebrivi formaciis pirobebSi, 
yoveli saxelmwifos 
upirveles amocanas 
warmoadgenda da war­
moadgens sakuTari 
qveynisa da xalxis 
uSiSroebis uzrunve­
lyofa.
rac dro gadi o ­
da, miT ufro fa r­
Tovdeboda uSi Sro ebis 
sa msaxurebis mo Rva w e­
obis areali, miT uf­
ro ixveweboda mo q mede­
bebis strategia da 
taqtika, maRldeboda 
Tana mSromelTa kvalifikacia, vi­
Tardeboda Sesabamisi teqnikuri 
saSualebebi da a.S.
saxelmwifoTa uSiSroebis 
samsaxurebis uxilavi urTierT­
brZola tradiciad iqca. am sam­
saxurebis mebrZolTa (muSakTa) 
Tavganwiruli qmedebebisa da 
riskiT aRsavse RonisZiebebis 
ganxorcielebas xSirad mouta­
nia ama Tu im saxelmwifosaTvis 
mniSvnelovani politikur­eko­
nomikuri Tu saomari warmateba 
ise, rom farTo sazogadoebisT­
vis arc ki gamxdara (drois didi 
ilia romanis Ze 
narimaniZe
general-maiori
ILIA
NARIMANIDZE
Major-General
In any epoch of a mankind, in 
any conditions of a social formation 
the most important objective of a 
state was and it al-
ways will be to main-
tenance the security 
of the country and 
people.
As the time was 
passing by, the areal 
of the security service 
of state was growing 
wider and wider and 
by and by its strategy 
and tactics was being 
improved, the quali-
fication of its staff 
was rising, corresponding technical 
means were being developed etc.
The invisible struggle of state 
security services became a tradi-
tion. The devotion of the service-
men and implementation of risky 
action often has brought important 
political, economicand military suc-
cess to a state but the names of the 
actions, their plans and reached re-
sults have not been known to vast 
masses of society.
It should be also mentioned that 
for the security servicemen does not 
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periodis ganmavlobaSi) cnobili 
`uxilavi frontis~ mebrZolTa 
vinaoba, maTi gegmebi Tu miRweu­
li Sedegebi.
isic aRsaniSnavia, rom uSiS­
roebis samsaxuris muSakebisaTvis 
ar arsebobs e.w. `frontis xazi~; 
maT SeuZliaT nebismieri qveynis 
teritoriaze ganaxorcielon Ta­
vianTi miznebi moulodnelad da 
SeumCnevlad. sakuTar qveynebSi 
maT uwodeben kontrdazvervisa 
da uSiSroebis samsaxuris mu­
Sakebs, xolo sxva qveynebSi _ 
mstovrebs, jaSuSebs, mzveravebs, 
diversantebs da a.S.
arc saqarTvelos saxelm­
wifo uSiSroebis samsaxurebi iyo 
gamonaklisi da isic Tanmimdevru­
lad viTardeboda da iwrToboda 
samSoblos mtrebTan brZolaSi.
uSiSroebis samsaxuris mra­
valma muSakma, Tavisi umwikvlo 
da Tavganwiruli qmedebebiT 
araerTxel aarida xifaTi qveya­
nas da mniSvnelovani furceli 
Cawera istoriaSi.
erT­erTi aseTTagani gaxlavT 
amJamad TadarigSi myofi general­
maiori ilia romanis Ze nariman­
iZe, romelmac cxovrebis udide­
si nawili miuZRvna Cveni qveynis 
usafrTxoebis uzrunvelyofis 
saqmes da Rirseulad moixada 
vali qarTveli xalxis winaSe. 
igi, dResac, ukve konsultantis 
rangSi, aqtiurad iRwvis da Ta­
exist so called “front line”. They can 
implement their goals suddenly and 
unnoticeably on the territory of any 
state. In their own countries they 
are called counter-intelligence and 
security servicemen, but in other 
countries-spies, reconnaissance, sa-
boteurs etc.
The security service of Georgia 
was not an exception and it step 
by step was being developed in the 
struggles against enemies.
Many security servicemen res-
cued their country by their devoted 
actions and wrote important facts in 
the history of their motherland.
One of such personalities is at 
present retired Major-General Ilia 
Narimanidze, who devoted great 
part of his life to maintenance the 
security of our country. Today he, as 
a consulter, actively shares his pro-
fessional knowledge and experience 
to the future generation willing to 
serve for the security of our coun-
try.
Ilia Narimanidze was born in 
November 28, 1950, in the village of 
Adzvi, Gori region, in the family of 
Mr. Roman and Mrs. Barbare (Babu-
lia) industrious family.
Ilia Narimanidze’s childhood 
was not different from other chil-
dren’s everyday life: usual nursery 
games, necessary secondary edu-
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vis profesionalur codnas 
da gamocdilebas uziarebs 
samSoblos uSiSroebis uz­
runvelyofis samsaxurSi 
mdgar momaval Taobebs.
ilia narimaniZe daibada 
goris raionis sofel aZvSi 
1950 wlis 28 noembers ba­
ton romanisa da qalbaton 
barbares (babulias) Sromis­
moyvare ojaxSi.
ilia narimaniZis bavSvo­
ba, rogorc xSirad ityvian 
xolme, TiTqmis arafriT 
gansxvavdeboda Tanatolebis 
yofiTi cxovrebisagan: Cveulebri­
vi bavSvuri TamaSobebi, aucilebe­
li saSualo ganaTleba, sportis 
saxeobebiT gataceba, siWabukis 
asakSi mSoblebis daxmareba sasof­
lo­sameurneo saqmianobaSi da a.S. 
Tumca mozardi ilia narimaniZis 
pirovnebaSi TvalnaTliv SeimC­
neoda samSoblosa da qarTveli 
xalxis, erovnuli tradiciebisa 
da istoriuli, erovnuli Rire­
bulebebisadmi gansakuTrebuli 
damokidebuleba da siyvaruli, 
damoukideblobis ideis Tayvanis­
cema da ukeTesi momavlisaTvis 
Tavganwiruli brZolis survili 
da miswrafeba, rac misma Semd­
gomma cxovrebam da moRvaweobam 
araerTxel daadastura.
ilia narimaniZem 1967 wels 
daamTavra goris raionis sofel 
mejvrisxevis saSualo skola. es 
mamasTan, romanTan erTad
With his father, Roman
cation, playing sports and helping 
his parents in agricultural affairs. 
Though, love of Georgian people, 
national traditions and special atti-
tude to historical and national values 
were already vivid in his personality. 
And this was proved in his future life 
and activities.
Ilia Narimanidze finished sec-
ondary school of Mejvriskhevi, Gori 
region. It was only the beginning 
of his future advance to profes-
sionalism. Then he graduated from 
Gori Nikoloz Baratashvili Pedagogi-
cal Institute, the faculty of History 
and Philology (1972), Tbilisi Ivane 
Javakhishvili State University, the 
faculty of Law (1989), various train-
ing courses of special services of the 
former Soviet Union and the USA. 
Such multi-profiled education had 
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mxolod dasawyisi iyo misi Sem­
dgomi winsvlisa profesional­
izmisken mimaval gzaze. Semdgom 
iyo q. goris nikoloz baraTaS­
vilis saxelobis institutis 
istoria­filologiis fakulte­
ti (1972), Tbilisis ivane ja­
vaxiSvilis saxelobis saxelm­
wifo universitetis iuridiuli 
fakulteti (1989), yofili sab­
WoTa kavSirisa da aSS­is spec­
samsaxurebis sxvadasxva donis 
mosamzadebeli kursebi da sxva. 
amgvarma mravalprofilianma ga­
naTlebam, bunebrivia, gamoiRo 
pozitiuri Sedegi da ilia nari­
maniZe Camoyalibda maRali do­
nis profesionalad, ramac, Tavis 
mxriv, gansakuTrebiT nayofieri 
gaxada misi SromiTi moRvaweoba.
SromiTi biografia ki, marT­
lac rom mravalferovani da 
friad saintereso aqvs baton 
ilia narimaniZes. sxvadasxva 
wlebSi muSaobda aspinZis raio­
nis soflebisa da q. rusTavis sa­
Sualo skolebis qarTuli enisa 
da literaturis, aseve istoriis 
maswavleblad; goris raionis 
sofel atenis saSualo skolis 
istoriis maswavleblad; sofel 
tyviavis saSualo skolis direq­
toris moadgiled, sofel qiwni­
sis saSualo skolis direqto­
rad da a.S.
mTavari ki mainc win iyo 
_ qveynis uSiSroebis uzrunve­
positive result and Ilia Narimanidze 
was formed as a highly qualified pro-
fessional, which on its behalf made 
his activities fruitful. 
His working biography is really 
diverse and interesting. In differ-
ent years he worked as a teacher of 
Georgian language and Literature 
at secondary schools of Aspindza 
region and Rustavi, also as a history 
teacher at Ateni secondary school, 
deputy director of Tkviavi secondary 
school, as director of Kitsnisi second-
ary school etc.
But the main was ahead-the 
security service of the country 
where Ilia Narimanidze fully sho-
wed his possibilities and had great 
success.
In 1978-1991 Ilia Narimanidze 
actively worked in security organs of 
Gori and Mtskheta regions, later on 
the various operative and chief posi-
tions in Central office.
Ilia Narimanidze recalls the 
period of his biography with pride 
when Georgia gained indepen-
dence for the second time (1991) 
and the important process of reor-
ganization of the security services 
started. Just in this period the 
general’s knowledge, experience 
and underlined nationhood was 
fruitful. He actively participated in 
the process of creating new social 
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lyofis samsaxuri, sadac baton­
ma iliam sruliad gamoamJRavna 
Tavisi SesaZleblobebi da mniS­
vnelovan warmatebebsac miaRwia.
1978­1991 wlebSi ilia nari­
maniZe aqtiur moRvaweobas eweoda 
respublikis uSiSroebis samsax­
uris mcxeTisa da goris teri­
toriul organoebSi, Semdgom ki, 
centralur aparatSi sxvadasxva 
operatiul da xelmZRvanel Ta­
namdebobebze.
gansakuTrebuli siamayiT ix­
senebs batoni ilia SromiTi 
biografiis im periods, rode­
sac (1991) saqarTvelom meored 
moipova damoukidebloba da daiwyo 
uSiSroebis samsaxurebis erovnul 
niadagze gadawyobisa da reorga­
nizaciis mniSvnelovani procesi. 
swored am periodSi gamoiRo didi 
nayofi momavali generlis cod­
nam, gamocdilebam da xazgasmulma 
erovnulobam. igi aqtiurad monaw­
ileobda axali sazogadoebrivi 
formaciisa da axali tipis uSiS­
roebis samsaxuris struqturebis 
Camoyalibebis saqmeSi.
1991­2001 wlebSi igi muS­
aobda: dazvervis biuros (sam­
marTvelos) ufrosis moadgiled, 
saxelmwifo dacvis special­
uri samsaxuris ufrosis moadg­
iled, uSiSroebis saministros 
q. Tbilisis departamentis Tavm­
jdomared, kontrdazvervisa da 
ekonomikuri usafrTxoebis sam­
meuRlesTan da vaJiSvilTan
With his wife and son
formation and new type of security 
service structure. 
In 1991-2001 he worked: on the 
position of deputy chief of intelli-
gence bureau, deputy chief of special 
service of state security, chairman of 
Tbilisi department of the Ministry 
of Security, chief of counter-intel-
ligence and economic security ser-
vices etc.
The government of the country 
worthily evaluated his activities. He 
is awarded with several orders and 
medals. In 1997 Ilia Narimanidze 
was granted the high rank of Major-
general.
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saxurebis ufrosad da sxva.
qveynis xelmZRvanelobam Rir­
seulad Seafasa ilia narimaniZis 
moRvaweoba. igi dajildoebulia 
ramdenime ordeniTa da medliT. 
1997 wels ilia narimaniZes mien­
iWa general­maioris maRali wo­
deba.
unda aRiniSnos, rom ilia 
narimaniZe aqtiurad monawil­
eobda erovnuli gmiris, merab 
kostavas saqarTveloSi Camoyva­
nis politikurad metad sarisko 
operaciaSi da sasurvel Sedegsac 
miaRwia.
amJamad general­maiori ilia 
narimaniZe imyofeba rezervSi, 
Tumca ganagrZobs nayofier moR­
vaweobas _ monawileobs saqa­
rTvelos erovnuli 
usafrTxoebis sistemis 
kadrebis momzadebis pro­
cesSi, rogorc pedagogi 
da konsultanti.
didi tragedia daa­
tyda narimaniZeebis ojaxs 
2005 wels _ tragikulad 
daiRupa batoni ilias va­
JiSvili koba narimaniZe.
general­maior ilia 
narimaniZes hyavs meuRle 
nineli jaSaSvili, Svili 
nino da ori SviliSvili 
_ nanuka da akaki.
Ilia Narimanidze actively par-
ticipated in a very risky operation-
bringing back to Georgia the national 
hero-Merab Kostava and he reached 
the desired result.
At present Major-General Ilia 
Narimanidze is in reserve though 
he continues activities-participates 
in the process of preparation of the 
staff of national security system as a 
teacher and a consultant. 
In 2005 great tragedy happened 
in the Narimanidze family-his son-
Koba Narimanidze died tragically.
Major-general Ilia Narimanid-
ze has a wife-Nineli Jashahsvili, a 
daughter-Nino and two grandchil-
dren-Nanuka and Akaki.
SviliSvilebTan erTad
With grandchildren
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giorgi spiridonis Ze ganZieli
general-maiori
(1834-1906)
GIORGI GANDZIELI
Major-General
daviT sofromis Ze naTiSvili
general-maiori
(1857-1918)
DAVIT NATISHVILI
Major-General
giorgi aleqsandres Ze Tuxareli
diviziis komisari
(1891-1937)
GIORGI TIKHARELI
Division Commissioner
iuri dimitris Ze gluxovi
general-maiori
(1922)
IURI GLUKHOV
Major-General
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jolbordi vasilis Ze berozaSvili
general-maiori
(1943)
JOLBORDI BEROZASHVILI
Major-General
Teimuraz vaxtangis Ze sidamoniZe
general-maiori
(1945)
TEIMURAZ SIDAMONIDZE
Major-General
aleqsandre giorgis Ze taliaSvili
iusticiis saxelmwifo mrCeveli
(1947)
ALEKSANDRE TALIASHVILI
state advisor of justice
emzar aleqsandres Ze sabanaZe
general-maiori
(1952)
EMZAR SABANADZE
Major-General
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